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Abstract—The user tracking behaviour of 7 popular Android
applications is examined, with the goal of assessing potential
privacy concerns present in each. The applications examined
are: The Irish Times, Irish Independent, RTE News, BBC, The
Guardian, CNN, and The New York Times.

When logged into these applications, the user behaviour/inter-
actions recorded by each app may be linked to the real-world
identity of the user. The Irish Times, Irish Independent, RTE,
Guardian, CNN, and New York Times applications make use
of tracking services which collect data which can be partially
or fully linked to the real-world identity of the user. The
functionality to opt-out of the collection of data which is linked
with the identity of the user is only provided in the Irish
Independent and CNN applications.

Non-anonymous account IDs are transmitted in tracking re-
quests alongside anonymous Android device identifiers. In doing
this, the potential exists for the anonymous identifier to be de-
anonymised, and linked to the real-world identity of the user.
With the exception of the BBC and Guardian applications, all
apps transmit non-anonymous identifiers alongside anonymous
identifiers when the user is logged in. Identifier de-anonymisation
of the Google Advertising ID is a particularly troubling privacy
concern, since this ID is used extensively for tracking/advertising
purposes in Android applications.

The potential for cross-application tracking across a number of
these applications is identified. Services such as Google Analytics
and the Facebook SDK are used widely across these applications
for the purposes of user tracking. Via the use of a system-
wide device identifier, these services are capable of tracking user
behaviour across independent applications.
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II. INTRODUCTION

Seven popular Android news applications are examined in
this research, with the goal of assessing potential privacy
concerns present in each. The applications of three Irish
publications are examined: The Irish Times, Irish Independent,
and RTE News. The apps of two British publications are
examined: BBC News and The Guardian. Two applications
from American publications are also examined: CNN and The
New York Times.

In Section III, relevant background information is presented
to the reader. An explicit definition of privacy is detailed, in
the context of the research undertaken. The relevance of the
GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive in this work is also outlined.
This section also describes the motivation of this research and
discusses related work in the field.

Section IV describes the experiments which were under-
taken during this research and explains the technologies and
hardware used in these experiments.

In Section V, the results of the experiments conducted on
all 7 Android news applications are detailed.

Section VI evaluates the results of these experiments, and
presents consequent privacy concerns to the reader.

III. BACKGROUND

A. What is Privacy?

A primary objective of this research is to evaluate potential
privacy concerns in popular Android news applications. There-
fore, it is important to formulate a definition of user privacy
in the context of this work.

A basic definition of privacy is the right to use these
applications without personal behaviour and interactions
being tracked (or the right to opt out of these practices). User
tracking is not an concern for consumers who read physical
newspapers, so why should it be a potential issue for those
who use the corresponding Android application of some
publication?

It is important to note that the transmission of user/device
data to servers is not necessarily a privacy concern. For exam-
ple, information such as device model and screen resolution
can be used to serve content which can be suitably rendered
on a given device. Such information is common across many
devices, thus it cannot reasonably be linked to a specific user.

Privacy concerns in the context of these news applications
emerge with the use of long-lasting device/user identifiers,
which can be used to track user interactions and behaviour
in an application over an extended period of time. The use of
these identifiers is most troubling when the potential exists for
them to be tied to the real world identity of a user. There are a
number ways in which user identifiers can be de-anonymised.

Consider the case in which a user is logged into a news
application. Applications will almost always require the email
of the user to create an account, and may also require
a name, address, or payment details. Applications generate
account identifiers which can be used to track the user. Any
behaviour/interactions tagged with this ID can often be directly
linked to the real-life identity of the user, especially in the case
in which a full name was provided during account creation.
If this account ID is transmitted alongside other ’anonymous’
user identifiers in the application, they can potentially become
de-anonymised via linking to the users account.

There are also businesses which operate with the sole
purpose of de-anonymising ’anonymous’ user identifiers1. For
example, services exist which take the Google Advertising ID
of an Android device, and can potentially supply the name,
address, and other personally identifiable information of the
owner.

The potential privacy risks of long-lasting user identifiers
are heightened when the potential for cross-application
tracking exists. Cross-application tracking is made possible
when different applications user the same user identifiers.
An example of an identifier which could facilitate this is the
Google Advertising ID of a device (see Section IV-D), whose
value is constant across any applications which access it.

When they can be linked to the real-world identity of a
user, long-lasting user identifiers present privacy concerns
to users of news applications. The long-term tracking of
user behaviour in a news application can reveal detailed
information regarding the habits, interests, affiliations, etc.
of a user when aggregated. Political views might be inferred
from the articles accessed by a user, or even solely from
the specific news application which is used. This is by no
means a baseless concern. As was exposed in 2018 during
the Cambridge Analytica scandal, voter profiles of millions
of Americans were created based on their Facebook activity2.
Hobbies may also be inferred from the sort of content
frequently accessed by the user, for example if they often
read sports, music, or fashion articles. It is also reasonable
to assume that the sex of a user may be identified given the

1https://www.vice.com/en/article/epnmvz/industry-unmasks-at-scale-maid-
to-pii, accessed 1st April 2022

2https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/04/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-
scandal-fallout.html, accessed 1st April 2022
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aggregation of enough app usage/interaction data.

B. GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive

The work described in this paper is primarily focused on
determining the user tracking behaviour of Android news
applications, with a view of assessing the privacy concerns of
each application. These applications are provided within the
jurisdiction of the European Union, thus must comply with the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and the ePrivacy
Directive.

According to Article 4 of the GDPR3, personal data is de-
fined as any information relating to an identifiable person. An
identifiable person is one who can be identified, either directly
or indirectly (via a name, address, identification number, etc.).

Article 6 of the GDPR4 outlines the bases under which
personal data may be processed. Within the scope of this work,
the processing of personal data is acceptable if either:

1) The user has given explicit consent
2) The data controller5 has a legitimate interest in processing

the personal data of the user.
Note that user consent is not required for the collection of

anonymous data, since it cannot be linked to the identity of a
person.

The GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive also describe the
conditions under which cookies may be stored on a device6.
The only cookies which may be set on a browser/device
without explicit consent from the user are ”strictly necessary”
cookies. These are cookies which are essential for the
intended operation of a particular website/application. Other
cookies, which may be used for the purposes of user
personalisation or tracking, may not be used without prior
consent from the user. Accurate information must also be
provided to the user regarding the purpose of any cookies used.

C. Related Work and Motivations

Much of the previous research examining consumer
privacy, and online tracking behaviour, has focused on the
web ecosystem [1]–[4]. A study by Englehardt and Narayanan
[1] investigated the Alexa top one million websites7, with
a view of measuring and analysing user tracking across
the web. It was determined from the research, that on
average, news websites use the most third-party trackers
of any category of website. This is followed by the arts,
sports, home, gaming, and shopping categories. The authors
suggest that the extensive presence of trackers in editorial
websites is potentially a result of providing users with free
content, resulting in the use of advertising services in order
to monetise this content. Note of course, that this study
exclusively examines websites, and not mobile applications.

3https://gdpr.eu/article-4-definitions/, accessed 22nd March 2022
4https://gdpr.eu/article-6-how-to-process-personal-data-legally/, accessed

22nd March 2022
5The data controller in the context of this research refers to the publications

and third-parties which receive personal data via Android news applications.
6https://gdpr.eu/cookies/, accessed 22nd March 2022
7https://www.alexa.com/topsites, accessed 31st March 2022

Extensive tracking functionality in news websites is not
necessarily indicative of the same behaviour in relative news
applications. However, based on this verdict of substantial
tracking by news websites, it would be a valuable exercise
to analyse such behaviour in Android news applications, on
which no research has been previously conducted.

In accordance with GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive,
privacy/cookie consent banners are used on almost all websites
accessed by European consumers. These banners are used to
comply with GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive, and more
importantly, to ensure that user privacy is respected. However,
as recent research has illuminated, these consent banners
are used as mere smokescreens at an alarming frequency,
providing users with only the illusion of choice. A study by
Bilge et al. [3], published July 2019, evaluated the behaviour
of privacy/cookie banners after the introduction of GDPR.
The paper outlines several alarming issues with regards to the
compliance of many websites with the privacy/cookie banner
consent choices submitted by the user. The study examined
a selection of 2,000 of the Alexa top one million websites.
It was determined that 92% of these websites track users
without explicit consent. It was also found that rejecting the
privacy/cookie policy is often ineffective, as on average, the
number of cookies set via websites were not seen to decrease
after rejecting the policy.

With regards to the mobile application landscape, previous
studies have examined the prevalence of privacy/cookie
policies [5], [6], other studies have examined the compliance
of a variety of mobile apps with the users privacy policy
choices [7], [8]. No studies exist which explicitly evaluate
the privacy policy compliance of Android news applications.

The tracking behaviour, and the consequent privacy issues
present in a large proportion of Android applications remains
largely in the dark. The vast majority of tracking services
used by Android apps operate in the background, with no
visual indication to the user that this tracking is taking place.
Furthermore, almost all network connections which are made
by Android applications are encrypted via HTTPS, increasing
the opaqueness under which user tracking takes place.

A recent study by D. Leith and S. Farrell on GAEN
contact tracing Android apps [9] examined the tracking po-
tential of applications including CovidTracker, CoronaWarn,
and RadarCOVID. This paper revealed excessive user tracking
via the Google Play Services component used in the studied
applications, allowing for location tracking via IP address, as
well as the collection of user phone number and email address,
among other sensitive data.

Another study by D. Leith, reports on the tracking function-
ality of Google’s Dialer and Messages Android applications
[10]. This research reports that the data collected by Google in
these applications is sufficient to link any two Android devices
which communicate using these apps. Also outlined in this
research is the potential for user de-anonymisation by linking
a phone number with a Google account. Google has said it
will makes changes to these applications to combat the privacy
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concerns raised in this paper8. This highlights the benefits of
analysing typically opaque app behaviour, as it may result in
changes which benefit the privacy of the end user.

Research by Q. Grundy et al. investigates the data sharing
practices of medical applications available on Android devices
[11]. The study examined 24 popular medical applications
available via the Google Play Store. In these 24 applications,
55 entities were seen to receive/process user data. It was
determined that 67% of these entities were used to provide
analytics or advertising services. Such use of user tracking
services when dealing with sensitive medical data reinforces
the need for similar research to be undertaken, as it can shed
light on potentially privacy infringing practices, and hopefully
result in a change in the excessive tracking utilities commonly
employed by Android applications.

The research undertaken in writing this paper aims to
provide some illumination into the user tracking behaviour
of popular Android news applications, and to evaluate privacy
concerns based on the findings.

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

A. Hardware and Software used

Mobile handset: Google Pixel 4a running Android 11. The
device is rooted using Magisk v23.0. A Frida Server v15.1.10
is installed on the device.

Applications used: Irish Times v5.3.16, Irish Independent
v6.26.0, RTE News v8.2.3, BBC News v5.21.1, Guardian
v6.78.13204, CNN v7.0.1, NYTimes v9.58.

WiFi access point: Raspberry Pi 4 Model B Rev 1.4 running
the Raspbian GNU/Linux 10 operating system. Mitmproxy
v5.3.0 is installed, with iptables firewall configured to redirect
HTTP(S) traffic to port 8080 (the port on which Mitmproxy
listens). Frida v15.1.12 is also installed on the Raspberry Pi.

B. Decrypting HTTPS Connections with Mitmproxy

The vast majority of network connections from applications
which are examined in this work are made via the HTTPS
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) network communication
protocol, thus are encrypted using SSL/TLS.

Mitmproxy9 is a HTTPS proxy which is used to intercept
and decrypt HTTPS traffic by using what is known as the man-
in-the-middle technique. For these experiments, a Raspberry
Pi 410 is configured as a WAP (wireless access point), with
a mitmproxy proxy listening on port 8080. The Android
device connects to this WAP via WiFi, and the firewall of the
Raspberry Pi is configured to redirect all HTTP(S) traffic from
the device to port 8080, to ensure the proxying is invisible to
the device. A custom CA (Certificate Authority) certificate is
also installed in the Android device, so that the handset views
the proxy running on the Raspberry Pi as a trusted party.

8https://www.irishtimes.com/business/technology/google-to-make-
changes-to-apps-after-tcd-study-finds-privacy-issues-1.4826225, accessed
31st March 2022

9https://mitmproxy.org/, accessed 8th Feb 2022
10A Raspberry Pi 4 is a small computer, often used for teaching and research

purposes. The official operating system of these computers is the Debian-
based ’Raspberry PI OS’. See https://www.raspberrypi.org/help/what-\%20is-
a-raspberry-pi/, accessed 8th Feb 2022

With the setup described above, when network connections
are made by processes running on the Android device, the
proxy running on the Raspberry Pi acts as a man-in-the-
middle between the Android device and the server it is trying
to establish a connection with. When the device initiates a
connection, it is intercepted by the proxy, which presents
a fake certificate to imitate the destination server, allowing
mitmproxy to decrypt the traffic. The traffic is then re-
encrypted and forwarded to the destination server. In this
manner, the mitmproxy proxy pretends to be the server when
communicating with the client, and pretends to be the client
when communicating with the server, logging the decrypted
HTTPS traffic between them as this happens.

C. Frida, and the JADX decompiler

An APK (Android Package) is the file format used to
distribute and install Android applications. These files contain
all of the necessary data required to install an Android
application, including the program code, assets, resources, and
the manifest file. The program code contained in an APK file
is compiled in DEX (Dalvik Executable) bytecode, a format
which is executed by the Android Runtime environment, and
is not intended to be easily interpreted by humans.

JADX11 is tool which is capable of decompiling the DEX
code from an APK file, back to Java source code. Note that it is
common practice to obfuscate production source code, in order
to make the logic of the application difficult to understand,
even once it has been decompiled. JADX is used to decompile
the APKs of all apps which are examined in this paper.

Frida12 is a dynamic instrumentation toolkit, which is ca-
pable of modifying the instructions of a program while it is
running. Frida provides the functionality to inject JavaScript
code into proprietary Android applications. The power of
Frida with respect to the experiments which are described
in this paper lie in the ability to ’hook’ functions which are
defined in the Java source code of an application. Hooking
onto a particular function provides the ability to view the
parameters sent in any call to said function, and change
the function implementation if desired. Frida also provides
the functionality to call and interact with the attributes and
methods of instantiated Java objects (or even create new
instances of an object).

There are two primary purposes for which the aforemen-
tioned tools are used in this work:

1) One purpose is to decode ambiguous data which is cap-
tured by the man-in-the-middle proxy during examination
of applications. Such data is described as ambiguous
because either:
• Mitmproxy failed to decode the payload of a request,

so it is presented instead as raw binary data.
• The URL parameters, or JSON/form keys in a request

are ambiguous in describing the data which they are
transmitting (for example acronyms).

In these cases, the decompiled source code (produced by
JADX) can be examined in order to determine which

11https://github.com/skylot/jadx, accessed 8th Feb 2022
12https://frida.re/, accessed 8th Feb 2022
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classes/functions are used in generating said requests,
and perhaps the exact specifications of the data which
is sent in them. Frida can then be used to hook functions
which are involved in generating the payloads of these
connections, which may also provide valuable insight into
the data being shared.
An example of when this technique is used is dis-
cussed in Section V-A1, in which connections to the
api.splkmobile.com domain are decoded. Figure 4 shows
the raw request intercepted by Mitmproxy. By examin-
ing the decompiled souce code which JADX produced,
the functions which generate these requests was deter-
mined, an the Frida script in Figure 5 was written. This
Frida script is capable of decoding requests made to
api.splkmobile.com, and the human-readable output is
shown in Figure 6.

2) Another primary purpose of using JADX and Frida, is to
bypass any certificate pinning which may be implemented
in an Android application. Certificate pinning is a method
of preventing man-in-the-middle attacks between a client
and server.
This is implemented in many Android applications by
hard-coding a list of trusted certificates. When a connec-
tion is being established, if a server presents a certificate
which does not match any of these hard-coded certificates
(which will be the case when the mitmproxy proxy
presents a fake certificate), the connection will be refused.
The decompiled source code can be examined in order to
identify a particular implementation of certificate pinning
being used in the app, and a Frida script can be written
to patch or bypass this implementation at application
runtime.
For all experiments which were undertaken during this
research, the application being examined is launched
alongside a general purpose Frida script13 intended to
bypass certificate pinning. The purpose of this script is
to bypass some of the most common certificate pinning
implementations which are used in Android applications,
such as those provided by OkHttp or OpenSSL. This
Frida script is by no means unassailable, and will fail
to bypass obfuscated or custom certificate pinning imple-
mentations. When this is the case, the certificate pinning
implementation is manually determined in the source
code of the application, and the general-purpose Frida
script is updated accordingly to bypass the particular
pinning implementation.
An example of custom certificate unpinning which was
required in this research is described in section V-C1.
The Xtremepush SDK in the RTE application uses an
obfuscated certificate pinning implementation, which was
not bypassed by the general purpose unpinning script.
The source of the certificate pinning was determined via
the decompiled source code produced by JADX, and the
Frida script shown in Figure 29 was written to bypass the
certificate pinning implementation. By running this script

13https://github.com/httptoolkit/frida-android-unpinning, accessed 18th
April 2022

alongside the app, requests to the Xtremepush domain are
made successfully.

D. Persistent Identifiers

In the experiments which follow, persistent identifiers are
defined as any identifiers sent in applications which stay the
same across multiples sessions of a particular application,
across multiple installations of a particular application, or
across multiple applications or services on the Android device.
The following list presents the persistent identifiers which
were considered for any applications being examined in these
experiments.

• Google Advertising ID: The Google Advertising ID
(GAID) is a unique device identifier provided by Google
Play Services. The GAID is tied to a specific Android
device, and is used by apps and services for the purposes
of delivering targeted advertisements to the user. This ID
is resettable via the settings menu of an Android device.

• Android ID: An Android ID is a 64 bit number which is
unique to every combination of app-signing key, user, and
device14. Since the majority of users of Android mobile
phones will only have a single user account on their
device, the Android ID can essentially be viewed as an
ID which identifies a unique device-application pairing
(even across installations of the app).

• Google Android ID: Confusingly, there is another An-
droid ID, which is used as a device identifier exclusively
in connections made to Google owned domains, for ex-
ample the Google Analytics device registration endpoint
- android.clients.google.com/c2dm/register3. This ID is
persistent across all Android applications, and is only
changed when the device is factory reset.

• Email address: The Gmail address which the user is
logged into on the Android device.

• IMEI: An International Mobile Equipment Identity is
a unique, non-resettable string which identifies a SIM
slot. Thus an Android device may have as many IMEI
identifiers, as the number of SIM slots on the device.

• Hardware serial number: This is a non-resettable device
identifier set by the phone manufacturer.

• Device WIFI MAC address: A Media Access Controller
(MAC) address. MAC addresses are unique identifiers
which are hardwired on the Network Interface Controller
(NIC) of Android devices.

• Phone number: The mobile phone number of the SIM
card inserted in the device.

• IMSI: An International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI)
is a 64 bit field which uniquely identifies a SIM card.

• Miscellaneous user identifiers: Many of the applications
and services which are examined in these experiments
generate identifiers which are used to track users across
multiples sessions of an application (or across multiple
installations of the application in some cases). Also
included in this category are cookies which are set as
device identifiers.

14See the ANDROID ID constant at https://developer.android.com/
reference/android/provider/Settings.Secure, accessed 8th Feb 2022
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E. Experiment Protocol
When referring to ’interacting’ with a news applications in

the following experiment descriptions (and in the proceeding
sections of this paper), this interaction consists of browsing
through news sections (business, sport etc.) and individual
articles, but does not extend to interaction with embedded
content such as Youtube videos or Spotify players.

Note also that the experiments were often repeated more
than once, with the purpose of determining/verifying the be-
haviour of a particular application. For example, to determine
if some user identifier is persistent across different sessions or
installations of the app.

1) Fresh-Open: The first experiment which is undertaken
for every application being tested is a ’fresh-open’. The
application is installed via Google Play Store, and is opened
on the device for the first time. The application is then left
idle for 3 minutes without interaction from the user.

2) Browse Application: Two experiments are conducted
for cases in which the application provides the user with a
privacy/cookie consent form on application startup. For the
first experiment, the default set of permissions requested in the
privacy/cookie policy are accepted, and the user interacts with
the news application for 5 minutes. In the second experiment,
all non-essential options provided in the privacy/cookie policy
are rejected (after reinstalling the application), and the user
interacts with the application for 5 minutes.

An alternative experimentation approach is taken when a
privacy policy is not presented to the user upon opening
the app, and the user must manually navigate to the policy
in the settings screen of the application (provided it exists).
These experiments aim to emulate how the average user would
interact with an application, so instead of accepting/rejecting
the privacy form which is located in a section of the app
which only a minority of users may access, the application
is interacted with, without any privacy form submission.

3) Login: Some applications provide login functionality. If
so, additional experiments are conducted.

In the first experiment , the user accepts the default set of
permissions requested in the privacy/cookie policy, logs into
the application, and interacts with it for 5 minutes. In the
second experiment, all non-essential options provided in the
privacy/cookie policy are rejected. The user then logs into the
application, and interacts with it for 5 minutes.

In the case where a privacy/cookie policy is not presented
to the user upon opening the application, the user logs in, and
interacts with the app for 5 minutes, without submission of
privacy/cookie consent choices15.

F. Google Mobile Ads SDK
All of the Android applications which are examined in this

paper make use of the Google Mobile Ads SDK16 to provide
advertising functionality. Google Play Services provide this
SDK via the com.google.android.gms.ads package.

15The examination of the RTE application is an exception to this protocol.
Although no privacy policy is presented to the user on opening this app, It
is not possible to login without accepting the privacy policy form, which is
accessible via the Settings - Privacy Statement screen.

16https://developers.google.com/admob/android/sdk, accessed 13th April
2022

There are two primary domains which the Google Mo-
bile Ads SDK is seen to make requests to, in providing
advertisements in Android applications; doubleclick.net and
googlesyndication.com.

Depending on the particular app configuration, third-party
advertising domains may also be contacted via doubleclick.net
or googlesyndication.com17.

G. Google Analytics
Many of the applications examined during this research

make use of the services of Google Analytics18. Google An-
alytics provides an SDK for Android applications19 which is
capable of tracking various user behavioural and engagement
metrics, in order to provide the app owner with insights into
how their application is used.

Google Analytics uses two endpoints to log tracking data:
ssl.google-analytics.com/batch, and app-measurement.com/a.
Requests to the app-measurement.com/a are transmitted in
protobuf format20. Mitmproxy fails to serialise to protobuf
body of requests to this endpoint, so a Mitmproxy script
written by D. Leith is used to serialise any requests to this
endpoint21. See Figure 8 for an example of an un-serialised re-
quest to the app-measurement.com/a endpoint. The Mitmproxy
script provided by D. Leith produces the serialised output
shown in Figure 9.

17This is indicated by the ’Referer’ HTTP header in requests to third-party
advertising domains. If a advertising request is made to a third-party via the
Google Mobile Ads SDK, then the value of the ’Referer’ header will be
*.doubleclick.net/*.googlesyndication.com. See https://developer.mozilla.org/
en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Headers/Referer, accessed 14th Feb 2022

18https://firebase.google.com/docs/analytics, accessed 14th April 2022
19https://firebase.google.com/docs/analytics/get-started?platform=android,

accessed 14th April 2022
20https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers, accessed 14th April 2022
21https://github.com/doug-leith/android-protobuf-decoding, accessed 14th

April 2022
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V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Irish Times
1) Fresh-Open: The Irish Times applications does not

present a privacy/cookie consent form to the user when open-
ing the application for the first time.

Fig. 1. Opening screen of the Irish Times application

The first two requests on opening the Irish Times applica-
tions are sent are to graph.facebook.com. The initial request
is used to fetch remote configuration options for the Facebook
SDK used by the application. The next two requests are
logging/tracking events.

The first of these requests reports that the Facebook SDK
has been initialised in the application.

The second tracking event reports that the Irish Times
application has been opened for the first time on the particular
Android device. Figure 2 shows this POST request.

Most notably, this request includes the Google Advertising
ID of the device in the advertiser id field.

The anon id field contains an identifier which is persistent
across a single app session. advertiser tracking enabled
and application tracking enabled indicate the status of the
implied settings on the Android device.

An unsecure HTTP connection is made to
b.scorecardresearch.com. This domain is owned by Comscore,
one of the most prevalent advertising/tracking companies in
the Android application landscape [12]. This request sends
device information and app usage telemetry, along with a
long-term device identifier.

Figure 3 shows a condensed summary of the connection
made to Comscore’s b.scorecardresearch.com endpoint. The
data collected in this request includes the event type being

POST https://graph.facebook.com/v2.11/652532598246623/
activities?format=json&sdk=android

User-Agent: FBAndroidSDK.4.28.0
Accept-Language: en_US
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Encoding: gzip
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Host: graph.facebook.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

format: json
sdk: android
event: MOBILE_APP_INSTALL
advertiser_id: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
advertiser_tracking_enabled: true
installer_package: com.android.vending
anon_id: XZa97eccf0-b455-4e0d-91cd-2896311e55bc
application_tracking_enabled: true
extinfo: ["a2","com.irishtimes.newsapp",2858,"5.3.16"

,"11","Pixel 4a","en_US","GMT","",1080,2160,"2.75"
,8,110,100,"Europe\/Dublin"]

application_package_name: com.irishtimes.newsapp

Fig. 2. Tracking call to graph.facebook.com, indicating the first opening of
the Irish Times app after installation

GET http://b.scorecardresearch.com/URL_PARAMETERS
User-Agent: Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 11; Pixel

4a Build/RP1A.201005.006)
Host: b.scorecardresearch.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
c1: 19
c2: 8946263
ns_ap_an: The Irish Times
ns_ap_pn: android
ns_ap_pv: 11
c12: 25104035c7333e65adbbddfac2d31a50-cs72
ns_ak: MgHL+5NAa5ZcE8Ai+SSgA<...>
name: foreground
ns_ap_ec: 1
ns_ap_ev: start
ns_ap_device: sunfish
<...>
ns_ap_bi: com.irishtimes.newsapp
ns_ap_pfm: android
<...>
ns_type: view
ns_radio: wifi
ns_nc: 1
ns_ap_gs: 1638794829658
ns_ap_jb: 0
ns_ap_res: 1080x2160
<...>
ns_ap_install: 1638794829658
ns_ap_lastrun: 0
ns_ap_runs: 0
<...>
ns_ap_ut: 60000
ns_ap_lang: en
ns_ap_ar: aarch64
ns_ts: 1638794829652
<...>
ns_ap_ais: com.android.vending
ns_ap_i3: 5b01ed5d7cce22e91f5e82a6df9f1bbe

Fig. 3. Call made to b.scorecardresearch.com on Irish Times app open

logged (event), an event timestamp (ns ts), a timestamp of
when the app was opened for the first time after being installed
(ns ap install), the number of times the app has been run
(ns ap runs), and the foreground transition count (ns ap fg).

Most significantly in this request, the ns ap i3 value is
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an MD5 hash22 of the device Google Advertising ID. This
identifier is consistent across both sessions and installations
on the Android device. This request is sent every time the
Irish Times application is launched, and is always sent in
plaintext HTTP.

A POST request was made to the
https://60b3599d.api.splkmobile.com/1.0/60b3599d/
19adb34718a73635bd540bfc3852f78d/0/1 endpoint upon
opening the Irish Times application for the first time.

GET https://60b3599d.api.splkmobile.com/1.0/60b3599d/19
adb34718a73635bd540bfc3852f78d/0/1

<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Content-Length: 510

1f 8b 08 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 a5 52 cb 6e db 30
10 fc 95 40 41 6e b6 60 59 6f 9f 62 38 4e 61 34
70 8c 26 4d 0f 45 1d ac c8 b5 43 58 24 05 92 52
62 18 fe f7 ae a4 34 55 0e 3d f5 c6 9d e1 ce ee
0c 79 f2 2c 3f 3c a1 b1 42 2b 6f e6 c5 fe d4 8f
bd 91 07 95 f8 8a 47 02 92 49 11 c6 79 ce 09 ab
4a 70 3b 6d 24 a1 73 c5 8d 16 2d c8 b1 11 0c 09
fa a2 f5 be c4 8b 8d 78 c3 f2 22 02 a2 b4 fd ab
1b 04 04 94 9a 41 d9 de fd fe 40 55 5d 93 00 31
39 f0 22 8c d2 20 83 34 4c c2 b8 e0 71 34 29 76
2c cc e2 e9 2e cd da 19 b5 45 b3 e2 a8 9c d8 09
<...>

Fig. 4. Splunk API request which could not be decoded by Mitmproxy

Mitmproxy failed to decode the data sent in the payload of
this request, so the raw hexadecimal content of the request is
presented in Figure 4.

By examining the decompiled source code of
the Irish Times application, it was determined
that the payload of requests made to the
https://60b3599d.api.splkmobile.com/1.0/60b3599d/
19adb34718a73635bd540bfc3852f78d/0/1 endpoint,
are generated by a toJsonLine() method in the
com.splunk.mint.ActionEvent class. The Frida script shown in
Figure 5 was written to hook onto this method, allowing the
payload data being sent in these requests to be intercepted,
and printed to the Frida console in JSON format.

// USAGE: frida -U -f com.irishtimes.newsapp -l
splk_analyse.js

Java.perform(() => {
const SplunkActionEvent = Java.use("com.splunk

.mint.ActionEvent")
SplunkActionEvent.toJsonLine.implementation =

function(){
console.log(this.toJsonLine())
return this.toJsonLine()

}
})

Fig. 5. Frida script used determine tracking data sent in requests to
60b3599d.api.splkmobile.com

Figure 6 shows the decoded payload data of the request
shown in Figure 4. The uuid value is a unique device

22MD5 is a cryptographically broken hashing function

{
"sdkVersion": "5.2.5",
"apiKey": "60b3599d",
"platform": "Android",
"device": "Google Pixel 4a",
"osVersion": "11",
"locale": "US",
"uuid": "19adb34718a73635bd540bfc3852f78d",
"userIdentifier": "NA",
"appEnvironment": "Release",
"batteryLevel": 100,
"carrier": "Tesco Mobile",
"remoteIP": "{%#@@#%}",
"appVersionCode": "2858",
"appVersionName": "5.3.16",
"packageName": "com.irishtimes.newsapp",
"connection": "WIFI",
"state": "CONNECTED",
"currentView": "com.irishtimes.newsapp.index_activity

.IndexActivity",
"screenOrientation": "Portrait",
"msFromStart": 616,
"session_id": "a1f72626-f8be-4f04-9abe-8edbcadcd08c",
"extraData": {},
"transactions": [],
"location": {

"longitude": "NA",
"latitude": "NA",
"timestamp": "NA"

},
"event_name": "XP message is null",
"level": 10

}
{ˆ1ˆeventˆ1643802981}

Fig. 6. Decoded payload of Splunk analytics call

identifier. It is persistent across sessions of the Irish Times
application, however is not persistent across installs. Requests
sent to this endpoint log device details (phone model, battery
level, screen orientation, operating system, mobile network
provider), and application telemetry (app name, current
Android view). These requests are made every time the Irish
Times app is opened.

This application uses the services provided by Google
Analytics. The connection shown in Figure 7 is made when
opening this app for the first time, and registers the device-
application pairing. The device value sent in this request is the
Google Android ID of the device. This identifier is persistent
for this device across any applications which use Google
Analytics.

POST https://android.clients.google.com/c2dm/register3
Authorization: AidLogin 4468978717649541595

:7357954099196059186
app: com.irishtimes.newsapp
<...>
Host: android.clients.google.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

X-subtype: 212396306073
<...>
app: com.irishtimes.newsapp
device: 4468978717649541595
<...>

Fig. 7. Google Analytics device registration request

A Google Analytics request is made to the app-
measurement.com/a endpoint, logging a list of app events.
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Mitmproxy fails to serialise the protobuf body of this request
(see Figure 8), so the Mitmproxy script referenced in Section
IV-G is used, and an excerpt of the output produced is shown
in Figure 9.

POST https://app-measurement.com/a
<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

\xed\x04\x08\x01\x12[
\x06
\x02_c\x18\x01

\x02_o\x12\x04auto
\x06
\x02_r\x18\x01
\x07
\x03_et\x18\x01
\x08
\x04_pfo\x18\x03
\x08
\x04_sys\x18\x00
\x08
\x04_uwa\x18\x00
<...>

Fig. 8. Google Analytics app-measurement.com/a POST request

body {
event {
event_info {
setting_code: "screen_class"
data_str: "IndexActivity"

}
event_info {
setting_code: "screen_name"
data_str: "Index: Top Stories"

<...>
event_code: "it_custom_screen_name"
event_timestamp: 1638794830288

}
<...>
package_name: "com.irishtimes.newsapp"
app_version: "5.3.16"
gmp_version: 15300
gms_version: 214218
google_ad_id: "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9"
<...>

Fig. 9. Excerpt of serialised app-measurement.com/a request

Figure 9 shows a Google Analytics event, logging that the
user has accessed the ”Index: Top Stories” page, as indicated
by the data str key. All Google Analytics events sent to this
endpoint are tagged with the Google Advertising ID of the
device, which is the value of the google ad id key in this
request excerpt.

Another tracking/analytics service used by the
Irish Times application is provided by Xtreme-
push. A connection is made to the endpoint
https://api.xtremepush.com/push/api/deviceCreate, on first
opening the app after installation (see Figure 10). The
device id value of this request is the Android ID for this
device-app pairing, which is persistent across installations
of the application. The response to this request sets an
xpid 2752 cookie, which is an Xtremepush device identifier

for the application, it’s value is also persistent across
installations of the Irish Times app.

POST https://api.xtremepush.com/push/api/deviceCreate
Content-Type: application/json
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip

{
"appkey": "WyLIAnNrFviV_0qF5o6nKejSAisCSIzd",
"auth": 2,
"bundle_version": "5.3.16 2858",
"country": "IE",
"device_id": "8bacf835ede7daa6",
"device_model": "Pixel 4a",
<...>
"timezone": "Europe/Dublin",
"type": "android"

}

<< 200 OK 193b
<...>
Set-Cookie: _xpid_2752=3363599982; expires=Sat, 04

-Jun-2022 12:47:09 GMT; Max-Age=15552000; path=/; secure
; HttpOnly

<...>

Fig. 10. Xtremepush device registration request

Several requests are made to app.irishtimes.com. These
requests fetch app data such as article content and images,
and do not transmit any user/device tracking data.

2) Browse application: As was mentioned at the beginning
of the previous section, the Irish Times app does not
present the user with a privacy/cookie policy on opening
the application for the first time. In order to access the
privacy/cookie policy, the user must navigate to Settings -
Privacy Policy. As was outlined in Section IV-E, instead of
accepting/rejecting the privacy form which is located in a
section of the app which only a minority of users will access,
the application is interacted with, without any privacy form
submission.

The Irish Times application makes calls to
ping.chartbeat.net every 15 seconds, and every time an
article or section is pressed. The Chartbeat service is used to
track application/user engagement. A Chartbeat API call is
shown in Figure 11.
.

In this particular application, the Chartbeat SDK is config-
ured to send the following information in every API call:

• A Chartbeat user identifier (u). This ID is persistent
across app sessions, but not persistent across new instal-
lations of the app.

• The URL of the article/section which the user is viewing
(p), and the time spent on this view in minutes (c).

• Whether the user is currently reading (R), writing (W),
or idling (I).

• The number of unique pages/android views the user has
viewed during the app session (sd).

As was mentioned in the previous section, this application
uses the Google Analytics SDK. POST requests are occasion-
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GET https://ping.chartbeat.net/URL_PARAMETERS
user-agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Android 6.0.1; Mobile; rv:50

.0) Gecko/50.0 Firefox/50.0/cbua/App
accept-encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
h: irishtimes.com
p: /sport/other-sports/1.4747880
u: xAV0ueikKU_7ydjA3F
d: irishtimes.com
g: 31036
n: 1
f: 00001
c: 0.00
j: 30
R: 0
W: 0
I: 1
E: 1
e: 1
v: https://irishtimes.com/Top Stories
t: g9NHD0PsJFnjYdD0RPcubBcvSzpU8i
V: 2009
D: _xvwK9eCyj588y4Cmi9vA6ziLPSm3y
i: China threatens US over potential Olympics boycott
tz: 0
S: 392
Z: 1
sr:
sd: 4
sv: APkCw1xngJSIY_EEuT1ZSmu8Exlz

Fig. 11. Chartbeat engagement API call example

ally made to the ssl.google-analytics/batch endpoint. Sent in
these requests are a list of app usage tracking events. Figure
12 displays a sample of analytics events which were sent in
one of these ’batch’ calls. The type of event being transmitted
is indicated by the value of the t key.

The first event in Figure 12 logs a UI interaction by the
user, as indicated by the ec field. In this particular event, the
UI interaction being tracked is the pressing of the login icon
by the user. The second event logs that a particular article is
being viewed by the user. The third event records the time
taken for an article view to load in milliseconds, which is sent
in the utt field.

Note that the Google Advertising ID of the users device
is sent in every event, as the adid value. The cid value is
another user identifier, however it does not persist across
sessions of the app.

TABLE I
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY THE IRISH TIMES APPLICATION

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✓ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗

Google Mobile Ads SDK third-party hosts

adform.net ✗ ✓
doubleverify.com ✗ ✓
rubiconproject.com ✗ ✓
turn.com ✗ ✓
everesttech.com ✗ ✓
adsrvr.com ✗ ✓
yahoo.com ✗ ✓

Table I shows a list of advertising related domains

POST https://ssl.google-analytics.com/batch
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip

(1)
cd: Index: Top Stories
a: 522931679
el: open Login Activity
an: The Irish Times
tid: UA-850873-14
aiid: com.android.vending
cd1: f2195b9214ea7a1114<...>
uid:
sf: 100.0
ate: 1
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
t: event
_s: 5
av: 5.3.16
v: 1
_v: ma12.4.51
ul: en-us
ea: login icon on index menu clicked
aid: com.irishtimes.newsapp
ec: ui_action
cid: a8296956-7eec-4eb8-bea3-d276f48dd37e
sr: 1080x2160
ht: 1638795204224
qt: 128260
_gmsv: 214.2.18

<...>
(2)
cd=Full: Article -
https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/gaelic-games/
not-even-a-wedding-can-derail-the-momentum-
of-club-championships-1.4747433

a: 522931686
an: The Irish Times
tid: UA-850873-14
aiid: com.android.vending
cd1: f2195b9214ea7a1114<...>
sf: 100.0
ate: 1
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
t: screenview
_s: 37
av: 5.3.16
v: 1
_v: ma12.4.51
ul: en-us
aid: com.irishtimes.newsapp
cid: a8296956-7eec-4eb8-bea3-d276f48dd37e
sr: 1080x2160
ht: 1638795469644
qt: 103540
_gmsv: 214.2.18

(3)
cd=Full: Article - https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/
gaelic-games/
not-even-a-wedding-can-derail-the-momentum-of-club-
championships-1.4747433

a: 522931687
utc: timing
utl: download index feed: https://app.irishtimes.com/

v9-android-menu/android-sport
an: The Irish Times
tid: UA-850873-14
aiid: com.android.vending
sf: 100.0
ate: 1
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
utt: 90
t: timing
_s: 38
av: 5.3.16
utv: download_timing
v: 1
_v: ma12.4.51
ul: en-us
aid: com.irishtimes.newsapp
cid: a8296956-7eec-4eb8-bea3-d276f48dd37e
sr: 1080x2160
ht: 1638795508991
qt: 64193
_gmsv: 214.2.18

<...>

Fig. 12. Google Analytics sample batch call from the Irish Times app
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which were contacted by the Irish Times application during
this ’Browse application’ experiment. Again, note that no
privacy/cookie consent choices were submitted by the user
prior to this experiment, as no consent form was presented to
the user when opening the application.

3) Login: The Irish Times app allows premium subscribers
to login to the application, providing access to premium
articles. For this experiment, a premium account was created
in order to gauge the behaviour of the app from a tracking
and privacy standpoint while a user is logged in. The data
required to create a premium account with the Irish Times is
an email address, full name, and a phone number. Credit/debit
card details are required to pay the monthly subscription fee.

Irish Times premium accounts have a user ID associated
with them. When logged into the application, this user ID is
shared in Google Analytics calls to ssl.google-analytics/batch,
see Figure 13 for an example. Here, the uid value is the Irish
Times account ID of the user, and as mentioned in the previous
section, the adid value is the Google Advertising ID of the
users device.

Account details or identifiers are not shared elsewhere
while a user is logged in.

POST https://ssl.google-analytics.com/batch
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip

cd: Full: Article - https://www.irishtimes.com/
business/construction/ne<...>

a: 1980791671
el: comments
an: The Irish Times
tid: UA-850873-14
aiid: com.android.vending
cd1: 0703e099daaeebe7494e<...>
uid: 22089181
sf: 100.0
ate: 1
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
t: event
<...>

Fig. 13. Google Analytics event sending Irish Times account ID and GAID

B. Irish Independent

1) Fresh-Open: The Irish Independent application opens to
a privacy/cookie consent form. The user cannot navigate away
from this screen without submitting their consent choices.

Fig. 14. Opening screen of the Irish Indpendent application

Figure 14 shows the opening screen of the Irish Independent
application. The user can accept the privacy/cookie policy
via the ”AGREE & CLOSE” button, or they may customise
their privacy/cookie consent choices via the ”LEARN MORE”
button. The user can opt-in to, or opt-out of the following:

• Store and/or access information on a device
• Advertising and content measurement, audience insights

and product development
• Personalised content
• Personalised ads
• Social media
• Actively scan device characteristics for identification
• Use precise geolocation data
• Extended measurement
• Storage and access to geolocation information for

targeted advertising purposes

Didomi is a company which provides privacy and consent
management solutions23. This application uses Didomi
to collect user consent/preferences. Two connections are
made to sdk.privacy-center.org on behalf of Didomi. These
requests fetch the list of vendors which the application wants
permission to share user data with, and the purposes for
which the vendors desire to use the user data. Figure 15

23https://www.didomi.io/, accessed 8th Feb 2022
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shows an example of the data usage requests of the vendor
Airship, in a connection to sdk.privacy-center.org.

{
"id": "airship-9nKg8jy2",
"legIntPurposeIds": [],
"name": "Airship",
"policyUrl": "https://www.airship.com/legal/privacy/"

,
"purposeIds": [

"create_content_profile",
"geo_ads",
"improve_products",
"market_research",
"measure_content_performance",
"select_personalized_content"

],
"usesNonCookieAccess": false

}

Fig. 15. Data usage requests of Airship

Similarly to the Irish Times application, some of the first
requests made on opening the Irish Independent app for the
first time are made to graph.facebook.com. These requests
fetch remote configuration data to initialise the Facebook
SDK. Unlike the Irish Times application however, this app
does not make a tracking request which logs the first opening
of the application (see Figure 2).

This app also uses the services provided by the Xtreme-
push SDK. An initial request is sent to api.xtremepush.com
which registers the device-application pairing, and sets an

xpid 1417 cookie which acts as a device identifier. This
call is functionally identical to the one shown in Figure 10
(sent from the Irish Times application). The device id value
is the Android device ID for this particular combination of
app-signing key, user, and device. This ID is used to generate
the xpid 1417 cookie, and as a result, Xtremepush can track
the user across both sessions, and new installations of the Irish
Independent app.

Note that the Irish Times Xtremepush cookie ( xpid 2752),
and the Irish Independent Xtremepush cookie ( xpid 1417)
do not hold the same value. Consequently, Xtremepush
can track users across sessions and installations of these
applications, but they cannot track the same user across both
applications.

A POST request is sent to the domain prod-inm.mhtr.be,
which is owned by MediaHuis. MediaHuis is a Belgian
newspaper publisher who own a number of Irish publications;
Irish Independent, Sunday World, Sunday Independent, and
Belfast Telegraph24. An excerpt of the connection is shown in
Figure 16.

The request includes a cookieid value, this is an ID which
is used to track the user across calls to the mhtr.be domain.
The response to this request sets a ARRAffinity cookie which
caches the UID, allowing it to be used over multiple sessions
of the application. These user IDs are randomly generated on
the first open of the application. They are persistent across app

24https://www.mediahuis.ie/, accessed 10th March 2022

POST https://prod-inm.mhtr.be/next/v
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip

{
<...>
"consentselectpersonalizedads": false,
"consentselectpersonalizedcontent": false,
"consentsocialmedia": false,
"cookieid":"dea9537b-9103-4de6-922a-979f398987e5",
"device": "Google Pixel 4a",
"deviceosversion": "11",
"deviceplatform": "Android",
"devicetype": "phone",
<...>

}

<< 200 OK 46b
<...>
Set-Cookie: ARRAffinity=12a11ec6a19b6acbd44<...>
<...>

Fig. 16. MediaHuis connection settings device ID cookie

sessions, but do not persist across new installations of the app.

2) Accept Privacy/Cookie Policy: On accepting the
privacy/cookie policy, a POST request is sent to api.privacy-
center.org (owned by Didomi), detailing the privacy conditions
which the user consented to (enable cookies, geolocation
data, measure ad performance etc.), along with the list of
third-party vendors which they consented to having this data
shared with.

The app makes use of the Cxense SDK, which is used
to make analytics requests to the cxense.com domain. Two
types of requests are seen to be sent to Cxense. The first
is to the api.cxense.com/profile/user/segment endpoint. This
request sends a list of user identities to Cxense (see Figur
e 17). When the user is not logged into the Irish Independent
app, the only identifier sent in these requests is the device
Google Advertising ID.

POST https://api.cxense.com/profile/user/segment?sdk=
cxense&sdkp=android&sdkv=2.0.1

<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

{
"identities": [

{
"id": "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9",
"type": "cx"

}
],
"siteGroupIds": [

"1139693563586182179"
]
}

Fig. 17. Cxense user identification call

The second type of call made to Cxense is made to the
https://scomcluster.cxense.com/Repo/rep.gif endpoint. Calls to
this endpoint are app usage tracking events, which are logged
when articles or sections are viewed by the user. Figure 18
shows an example of one such request.
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POST https://scomcluster.cxense.com/Repo/rep.gif?
URL_PARAMETERS

<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
sid: 1138567629737805587
ver: 1
typ: pgv
loc: https://www.independent.ie/business/

facebooks-irish-boss-steps-down-41122118.html
pgn: ArticleView
ltm: 1638807820601
tzo: 0
res: 1080x2160
<...>
ckp: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
<...>

Fig. 18. Cxense tracking call

Recorded in these calls are the article/section being viewed
(loc), the time of viewing (ltm), along with the device GAID
(ckp).

Connections are made to ping.chartbeat.net every 15
seconds, and every time an article/section is pressed. This
application uses the Chartbeat service to track application/user
engagement. See Figure 11, for an example of an API call
made to Chartbeat from the Irish Times application. The
Chartbeat API tracks the current article/section which the
user is viewing (p), their time spent on the current view (c),
the number of unique pages the user has viewed during the
session (sd), and ties this information to a Chartbeat user
identifier (u), which is persistent across sessions, but not
persisent across installations or other applications.

Tracking calls are made to MediaHuis (owner of the Irish
Independent publication) on article/section press. Requests to
mhtr.be/next/v were described in the previous section (see
Fig.16). POST requests are also made to mhtr.be/next/h, which
log the user’s attention span on every page they visit (see
Fig.19).

Requests made to mhtr.be/next/v track users across sessions
using the cookieid field (see Figure 16). Connections to
mhtr.be/next/h do not include device identifiers, thus users are
not tracked across requests to this endpoint.

POST https://prodh-inm.mhtr.be/next/h
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip

{
"application": "news-app",
"appversion": "6.25.0",
"brandcode": "indo",
"totalpageattentionspan": 33,
"viewid": "52403fbf-ac5e-4edb-a33b-8e0db80296af"

}

Fig. 19. MediaHuis attention span tracking

As with the Irish Times, the Irish Independent uses the
Google Analytics SDK. Batches of events are occasionally
sent to ssl.google-analytics.com/batch. The information
logged in these events varies slightly from those seen in

Figure 12 from the Irish Times app, so an example of some
notable data sent in a single event from an Irish Independent
batch call is provided in Figure 20. Google Analytics events
in the Independent app record which screen has been viewed
(cd1), and includes the device Google Advertising ID with
each event.

<...>
ate: 1
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
ul: en-us
sr: 1080x2160
<...>
cd2: News
cd20: 69c98339-8d6c-4851-9721-2a989769bb67
cd1: In:\textit{Weather}:Storm Barra county-by-county

guide: Everything we know so far
cd4: independent.ie
cd3: section
t: screenview
<...>
aid: com.feedhenry.fhjjjn7In7fqJG2LHTv3LVLanX
cid: 69c98339-8d6c-4851-9721-2a989769bb67
ht: 1638807797006
<...>

Fig. 20. Google Analytics example event from Independent app

Outbrain provide a block of sponsored advertisements at the
bottom of every article in the Independent application.

Fig. 21. Block of Outbrain advertisements

An example to an advertising request to Outbrain is shown
in Figure 22.

Included in this request is the URL of the article which
the user is viewing (url), whether real-time bidding of
advertisements is enabled (rtbenabled), an encoded GDPR
consent string which represents the privacy choices made by
the user (cnsntv2), along with the device GAID (api user id).
In the response to this request, this GAID is set as an obuid
(Outbrain user ID) cookie on the device.

Teads is an advertising/tracking company whose services
are used by some of the biggest publications in the world25,

25https://www.teads.com/teads-for-publishers/, accessed 15th Feb 2022
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GET https://odb.outbrain.com/utils/get?URL_PARAMETERS
<...>
accept-encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
<...>
url: https://www.independent.ie/videos/

man-proposes-to-girlfriend-star-of-riverdance-<...>
doo: false
api_user_id: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
installationType: android_sdk
secured: true
dss: 5.4
dm: Pixel+4a
dos: android
dosv: 30
app_ver: 6.25.0
app_id: com.feedhenry.fhjjjn7In7fqJG2LHTv3LVLanX
rtbEnabled: true
cnsntv2: CPQzc7kPQzjcHAHABAENB4CsAP<...>YAAghuA

<< 200 10.1k
<...>
set-cookie:

obuid=4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
<...>

Fig. 22. Advertising request made to Outbrain

including CNN, the BBC, and Forbes. The Teads SDK is
used in the Irish Independent application to provide both
advertising/tracking services. Tracking calls are made to three
Teads endpoints; t.teads.tv/track, studio-t.teads.tv/track, and
r.teads.tv/rich.

GET https://t.teads.tv/track?URL_PARAMETERS
<...>
accept-language: en-US,en;q=0.9
cookie: optout=0; yocToken=8uaeol29h2925divnljo2s

URL_PARAMETERS
action: adReached
ts: 1638807843048
pageId: 0
pid: 147398
env: sdk-inapp
pfid: [pfid]
f: 1
slot: native
vid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
fv: 923-cdn-legacy
sv: 4.9.0
inte: classic
referer: https://sdk.teads.tv/com.feedhenry.

fhjjjn7In7fqJG2LHTv3LVLanX

Fig. 23. Teads tracking call in Irish Indpendent application

Examples of tracking calls to t.teads.tv/track and studio-
t.teads.tv/track are shown in Figures 23 and 24 respec-
tively. The event being tracked in these calls is indicated
by the action URL parameter. Event types which were
seen to be logged during this experiment include; whether
an advertisement was requested from Teads (adPlacement),
whether a particular advertisement was view by the user
(impression), and how much of a particular video adver-
tisement the user has viewed (studio AdVideoStart, stu-
dio AdVideoFirstQuartile, studio AdVideoMidpoint).

The Google Advertising ID of the device is sent in all
calls to the t.teads.tv/track endpoint, but not in calls to the
studio-t.teads.tv/track endpoint. Note however, the yocToken
which is included in both Fig.23 and Fig.24. This cookie
is included in all calls to these domains, and is a potential

GET https://studio-t.teads.tv/track?URL_PARAMETERS
<...>
accept-language: en-US,en;q=0.9
cookie: optout=0; yocToken=8uaeol29h2925divnljo2s

URL_PARAMETERS
action: studio_AdVideoMidpoint
studio_cid: 6753877076802483
referer:
ts: 1638807853815
studio_canvas: Fullscreen
studio_segment: Default segment
sid: 355517
cid: 392127551
pid: 147398
env: sdk-inapp
slot: native

Fig. 24. Teads video advertisement engagement tracking call in Irish
Indpendent application

session identifier. If this is the case, then although the Google
Advertising ID is not sent in requests to studio-t.teads.tv/track,
it may possibly be determined via the link provided by this
yocToken cookie.

Requests to the r.teads.tv/rich/147398 endpoint track
device metrics, and the article currently being viewed by the
user. These requests also include the Google Advertising ID
of the device. Figure 25 shows an example of one such request.

POST https://r.teads.tv/rich/147398
<...>
content-length: 1097
cookie: optout=0

deviceType: Google Pixel 4a
country: US
windowReferrerUrl: https://www.independent.ie/

business/facebooks-irish-boss-steps-down-41122118.html
appVersion: 6.25.0
screenWidth: 392
apiFrameworks: 1,2,7
os: Android
screenHeight: 785
deviceFamily: smartphone
env: sdk-inapp
locale: en_US
omidPn: Teadstv
userId: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
<...>

Fig. 25. Teads tracking call which includes device metrics, article being
viewed, and device Google Advertising ID

Table II shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the Irish Independent application during
this ’accept privacy/cookie policy’ experiment.

As can be seen from Table II, the only third-party advertis-
ing domain (referred via the Google Mobile Ads SDK) which
sent the Google Advertising ID of the device in its connections
was adrta.com. Cookies were used by all of these domains,
except adsafeprotected.com.

There are three other advertising related domains (contacted
independently of the Google Mobile Ads SDK) which were
communicated with during this experiment; outbrain.com (See
Fig.22), teads.tv (See Fig.23,24), and scorecardresearch.com.
The Google Advertising ID of the device is shared with all
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TABLE II
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY IRISH INDEPENDENT

APPLICATION AFTER ACCEPTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✓ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗
googleadservices.com ✓ ✓

Google Mobile Ads SDK third-party hosts

pubmatic.com ✗ ✓
yahoo.com ✗ ✓
adsafeprotected.com ✗ ✗
casalemedia.com ✗ ✓
rubiconproject.com ✗ ✓
mookie1.com ✗ ✓
adrta.com ✓ ✓
spotxchange.com ✗ ✓
smartadserver.com ✗ ✓
stickyadstv.com ✗ ✓

Other advertising providers used by application

outbrain.com ✓ ✓
teads.tv ✓ ✓
scorecardresearch.com ✓ ✓

of these vendors, and cookies are also used by all three.

3) Reject Privacy/Cookie Policy: On rejection of the
privacy/cookie policy of the Irish Independent application, a
POST request is sent to Didomi’s api.privacy-center.org/events
endpoint, detailing the list of data usage purposes which
the user rejected to, and the list of vendors which the user
refused to share data with (see Figure 26).

When the privacy policy is accepted, tracking calls are made
to Chartbeat (Fig.11) every 15 seconds. Tracking calls are
also made to Chartbeat and Cxense (Fig.18), every time an
article/section is pressed in the application. On rejection of the
privacy policy, connections are no longer made to the tracking
APIs of these vendors. Google Analytics calls to ssl.google-
analytics.com/batch are not made either after rejecting the
policy.

App engagement tracking calls to MediaHuis’ mhtr.be
domain continue after rejecting the policy (see Fig.16 and
Fig.19). These calls include a user identification value
(deviceuuid), which remains persistent in these calls across
app sessions.

The Google Advertising ID of the device continues to be
shared with Outbrain (fig.22). Despite these ad requests still
being made, the advertisements returned are not displayed to
the user.

Table III shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the Irish Independent application during
this ’reject privacy/cookie policy’ experiment. Compare
this table, with Table II, which describes the advertising
domain connections made when the privacy/cookie policy is
accepted. It can be seen that when the privacy/cookie policy
is rejected, the application no longer makes requests to third

POST https://mobile-1340.api.privacy-center.org/events
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Content-Length: 16493

{
"parameters": {

<...>
"purposes": {

"disabled": [
"measure_content_performance",
"uitgebreid-AMN2chet",
"measure_ad_performance",
"select_personalized_content",
"geo_ads",
"create_ads_profile",
"select_personalized_ads",
"geolocation_data",
"cookies",
"select_basic_ads",
"device_characteristics",
"market_research",
"improve_products",
"create_content_profile",
"social_media"

],
"enabled": []

},
<...>
"vendors": {

"disabled": [
"google",
"1",
"2",
<...>

Fig. 26. POST request sent after rejecting privacy/cookie policy

TABLE III
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY IRISH INDEPENDENT

APPLICATION AFTER REJECTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓

Other advertising providers used by the application

outbrain.com ✓ ✗
teads.tv ✓ ✓
scorecardresearch.com ✓ ✗

party advertising vendors via the Google Mobile Ads SDK.
However, the application continues to make requests to the
advertising services which are provided independently of the
Google Mobile Ads SDK, namely outbrain.com, teads.tv, and
scorecardresearch.com. The Google Android ID of the device
is accessed by all three, while only teads.tv uses cookies.

4) Login: The Irish Independent app allows premium
subscribers to login to the application, providing access
to premium articles. The data required to create an Irish
Independent account is a full name and an email address.
Credit/Debit card details are required to pay for the premium
subscription.

POST requests made to api.cxense.com/profile/user/segment
send a list of user identities. Figure 27 shows an example
of one such request when a user is logged into the Irish
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Independent app with a premium account.

POST https://api.cxense.com/profile/user/segment
<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

{
"identities": [
{

"id": "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9",
"type": "cx"

},
{

"id": "4672f7b4c1ae48c7a2997d56b14950981",
"type": "inm"

}
],
"siteGroupIds": [

"1139693563586182179"
]

}

Fig. 27. Cxense user identification call when logged in as premium user

Sent in this request is the device Google Advertising ID
(cx identity), along with the users Irish Independent account
ID (inm identity). This allows the device GAID to be linked
with the users specific Irish Independent account.

Calls to MediaHuis’ prod-inm.mhtr.be/next/v app usage
tracking endpoint (see Fig.16 for example) contain an extra
field when a user is logged in; identityaccountid. It’s value is
the account ID of the Irish Independent user.

Any Google Analytics calls to ssl.google-
analytics.com/batch (see Fig.20) contain the users Irish
Independent account ID as a field in every reported event if
the user is logged in. These events also include the device
Google Advertising ID, which facilitates the linking of these
two user identifiers.

It is important to note that if the logged in user rejects
the privacy/cookie policy, the account ID will no longer be
shared as described in the cases above (in which the policy
had been accepted).

C. RTE News
1) Fresh-Open: The RTE application does not present the

user with a privacy/consent form on opening the application
for the first time.

Fig. 28. Opening screen of the RTE news application

The policy is accessible by navigating to the Account -
Privacy Statement screen, or by accessing the ’Weather’
section.

Similarly to the Irish Times application, two logging events
are executed via the Facebook SDK when opening the app
for the first time. One of these events logs that the Facebook
SDK has been successfully initiated in the app. The other
event logs that the app has been opened for the first time on
this particular device, and includes the Google Advertising
ID along with other device details (model, timezone, screen
resolution) in the request. Figure 2 shows the equivalent
request made in the Irish Times application.

Another tracking related service which the RTE app shares
with both the Irish Times and Irish Independent apps, is the
Xtremepush SDK for Android. Due to the use of a custom
certificate pinning implementation by Xtremepush in this
particular application, connections to this domain were being
rejected. It was determined by inspection of the decompiled
source code of the RTE app, that the certificate pinning im-
plementation was being provided via the XPushSocketFactory
class, thus a Frida script was written to bypass certificate
verification checks which are made by this class (see Fig.29).

The connections made to api.xtremepush.com via the
Xtremepush SDK are seen to share behaviour with what was
observed in the other apps which use this service. A connection
to https://api.xtremepush.com/push/api/deviceCreate is made
upon first opening the app, in order to register the particular
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// USAGE: frida -U -f ie.rte.news -l
rte_xp_bypass.js

Java.perform(() => {
const XPushSocketFactory = Java.use("ie.

imobile.extremepush.network.security.
XPushSocketFactory$a")

XPushSocketFactory.checkClientTrusted.
implementation = function (a, b) {

return
}

XPushSocketFactory.checkServerTrusted.
implementation = function (a, b) {

return
}

}

Fig. 29. Frida script used to bypass Xtrempush API certificate pinning

android device using the application. See Figure 10 for the
equivalent connection made when first opening the Irish Times
application. Sent in these requests are the Android ID of the
app-device pairing (recall that Android IDs are persistent
across app installations), along with other device information
(model, OS, mobile network carrier). The response to this
request sets an xpid 1434 cookie, which is used to identify
the user in future calls to Xtremepush endpoints from this app.

This is another application which uses the
services of Google Analytics. The connection to
android.clients.google.com/c2dm/register3 registers the
device for Google Analytics services with this particular
application, including the Google Android ID of the device
in the request. See Figure 7 for the equivalent request made
in the Irish Times application.

In an SDK configuration call to the social-
ize.eu1.gigya.com/socialize.getSDKConfig endpoint, the
Android ID of this device-app pairing is shared. The request
is shown in Figure 30, where the ucid value is the Android ID.
It is important to recall from Section IV-D, that the Android ID
and the Google Android ID, are two distinct device identifiers.

GET https://socialize.eu1.gigya.com/socialize.
getSDKConfig?URL_PARAMETERS

<...>
User-Agent: Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 11; Pixel

4a Build/RP1A.201005.006)
Host: socialize.eu1.gigya.com

URL_PARAMETERS
apiKey: 3_L-OXyAWCXfbx1<...>
enabledProviders:
format: json
httpStatusCodes: false
include: permissions
sdk: android_3.3.23
targetEnv: mobile
ucid: e58cc868e13e62c9

Fig. 30. Cookies included in RTE connection

2) Browse Application: Recall Section IV-E, which outlines
the experiment protocols which have been employed during

the examinations of these applications. When an application
does not present the user with a privacy/cookie form on first
opening the app, the user interacts with the application without
making any explicit consent submissions. This is to emulate
how the average user may interact with the application.

In the RTE app, the policy is accessible by navigating to
the Settings - Privacy Statement screen, or by accessing the
’Weather’ section. These are two screens which an average
user may not access, thus the RTE app is browsed without
submission of a privacy form.

A number of cookies are included in the majority of
connections to the rte.ie domain during this experiment. See
Figure 31, which shows an example of one such request.

POST https://www.rte.ie/cdn-cgi/rum?
Host: www.rte.ie
<...>
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.9
Cookie:

mpx_token=eyJhbGciOiJSUzUxMiJ<...>;
atidvisitor=%7B%22name%22%3A%22atidvisitor%22%2C%22val
%22%3A%7B%22vrn%22%3A%22-592983-%22%2C%22at%22%3A
%22%22%7D%2C%22options%22%3A%7B%22path%22%3A%22%2F%22%2C
%22session%22%3A15724800%2C%22end%22%3A15724800%7D%7D;
OptanonConsent=isGpcEnabled=0&datestamp=Mon+Jan
+31+2022+11%3A51%3A48+GMT%2B0000+(Greenwich+Mean+Time)&
version=6.26.0&isIABGlobal=false&hosts=&consentId=
d5cadc2a-7642-4dd6-a03e-3680b6907873&interactionCount=1&
landingPath=NotLandingPage&groups=C0001%3A1%2CC0003%3A0
%2CC0002%3A0%2CC0004%3A0&AwaitingReconsent=false;
atuserid=%7B%22name%22%3A%22atuserid%22%2C%22val%22%3A
%22e58cc868e13e62c9%22%2C%22options%22%3A%7B%22end%22%3A
%222023-03-04T11%3A52%3A01.997Z%22%2C%22path%22%3A%22%2F
%22%7D%7D

Fig. 31. Gigya SDK initialisation request

The most significant cookie which is transmitted in these
request is atuserid. This cookie refers to an AT Internet26 user
ID. The cookie is a URL encoded string, which when decoded,
produces the following JSON text:

{
"name": "atuserid",
"val": "e58cc868e13e62c9",
"options": {
"end": "2023-03-04T12:29:53.096Z",
"path": "/"

}
}

Fig. 32. Decoded atuserid cookie

The val field in this cookie is the Android ID of this device-
app pairing. This particular cookie was included in over 50
requests to rte.ie during the 5 minute period of the experiment.

Tracking calls are made to the logws1309.ati-host.net/hit.xiti
endpoint on article or section press. Figure 33 is an example
of one such tracking event. The tracking functionality of these
requests are provided by AT Internet (originating from the
com.atinternet.tracker package in the application source code).

26AT Internet is a company which provides web analytics services. See
https://www.atinternet.com/en/, accessed 10th Feb 2022
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GET https://logws1309.ati-host.net/hit.xiti?
URL_PARAMETERS

User-Agent: Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 11; Pixel
4a Build/RP1A.201005.006) RTE News/8.1.3
Host: logws1309.ati-host.net
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
s: 592983
idclient: e58cc868e13e62c9
vtag: 2.14.0
ptag: Android
lng: en-US-
mfmd: [google]-[pixel4a]
manufacturer: Google
model: Pixel 4a
os: [android]-[11]
apid: ie.rte.news
apvr: [8.1.3]
hl: 11x49x39
r: 1080x2160
dg: 5.8
car: Tesco Mobile
cn: wifi
ts: 1643629779.8670001029968262
dls: int
p: Soccer::sport.soccer.2022.0131.1276831

-eriksen-completes-short-term-brentford-switch
stc:
{
"idType": "AndroidId",
"Platform": "app",
"Title": "Eriksen completes short-term Brentford

switch",
"PageName": "sport.soccer.2022.0131.1276831

-eriksen-completes-short-term-brentford-switch",
"App_Name": "rnn",
"lifecycle": {
"fs": 1,
"fsau": 0,
"sc": 1,
"fsd": 20220131,
"dsls": 0,
"dsfs": 0,
"sessionId": "6b457d09-35bf-4751-b2d9<...>"

},
<...>

}

Fig. 33. AT Internet tracking call

The idclient value in these requests is the Android ID for the
particular app-device pairing, thus is persistent across sessions
and installations of the RTE application. The p value is the
page name of the article/section which the user has pressed.

The lifecycle JSON field sent in the stc url parameter
includes; a session ID which identifies a particular app session
(sessionID), a boolean indicating whether this session is the
first launch of the app (fs), a boolean indicating whether this
session is the first launch after an update (fsau), the number
of times the app has been launched (sc), the date on which
the app was first launched on the device (fsd), the number of
days since last app use on the device (dsls).

Connections are occasionally made to api.xtremepush.com,
logging that a specified news section has been pressed in the
application. Figure 34 shows an example of one such event.

The xpid 1434 cookie is sent with these requests. Recall
that this cookie is a device identifier which is persistent
across both sessions and installations of the app, since it is
set using the Android ID.

POST https://api.xtremepush.com/push/api/tagsHit
<...>
Cookie: _xpid_1434=3305760750
Cookie2: $Version=1
Accept-Encoding: gzip

{
"appkey": "vpPZG3p5ghmpym9-wsPxwnFA2Y4HkJLi",
"id": "3305760750",
"key": "aIMbXEwPjgSSfKeEbUxhnLpGg4SpfyJT",
"tags": [

{
"tag": "Index | Climate",
"timestamp": "1643629811",
"user_id": "",
"user_tmp": ""

}
]

}

Fig. 34. Call to the api.xtremepush.com/push/api/tagsHit endpoint

As previously mentioned in Section V-C1, the RTE ap-
plication is another which uses the services of Google
Analytics. Batches of events are sent to the ssl.google-
analytics.com/batch endpoint. Figure 35 shows an excerpt of
one such event.

<...>
an: RTE News
<...>
cd1: news,world,us,climate-change,climate
cd4: article
cd3: Historic US storm sees cancelled flights and

chaos
ate: 1
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
cd6: 1276668
t: screenview
<...>

Fig. 35. Excerpt of Google Analytics event logged by RTE application

These events track every article/section which has been
viewed by the user, and associate each event with the Google
Advertising ID of the device. In the example shown in Figure
35: adid is the Google Advertising ID of the device, cd3 is
the article which was viewed, and t is the event type.

TABLE IV
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY RTE APPLICATION

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗

Table IV shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the RTE application during this ’browse
application’ experiment. Recall that no privacy/cookie consent
choices were submitted by the user prior to this experiment,
as no consent form was presented to the user when opening
the application. The Google Advertising ID of the device is
not shared with either of the Google owned domains which
are used to provide advertising in this app (doubleclick.net
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and googlesyndication.com.

3) Login: The RTE news application provides the func-
tionality for a user to login. Note that a user will only be able
to login to this app if they have previously consented to the
use of functional cookies by the application. This app does
not provide the user with a privacy/cookie consent form on
app startup, so it must be accessed via the Account - Privacy
Statement screen.

The information needed in order to create an RTE account
is an email address and first name. A unique user ID is
generated when an RTE account is created.

When logged in, AT Internet tracking calls to logws1309.ati-
host.net/hit.xiti include a new at field, the value of this field
is the RTE account ID. Recall from Figure 33, that these
calls already include the Android ID as a user identifier. This
allows the linking of the Android ID with the RTE account ID.

Requests to rte.ie/bosco/components/player/proxy.html are
made in retrieving video players which are embedded in
articles. When logged in, calls to this endpoint include both
the Android ID and the RTE account ID. Figure 36 shows an
example.

POST https://www.rte.ie/bosco/components/player/proxy.
html?URL_PARAMETERS

Host: www.rte.ie
Connection: keep-alive
<...>

URL_PARAMETERS
playertype: html5
atiuserid: e58cc868e13e62c9
clipid: 11373689
thumbnail: transparent
pl_src: rnn
pl_cat: Culture, Drama On One, bloody sunday, Thomas

Kinsella
pl_pillar: Culture
pl_userid: e63bdb459d284f51bad5b336f3297ab7
pl_ref: http://www.rte.ie/culture/2022/0130/1276736

-on-bloody-sunday-listen-to<...>

Fig. 36. Request made to rte.ie/bosco/components/player/proxy.html, while
logged into RTE application

D. BBC News
1) Fresh-Open: The BBC news application opens to a

privacy/cookie consent form. The user cannot navigate away
from this screen without submitting their consent choices.

Fig. 37. Opening screen of the BBC news application

Figure 37 shows the opening screen of the BBC application.
The user can accept the privacy/cookie policy via the ”Con-
sent” button, or reject the policy via the ”Do not consent”
button. The user can customise their privacy consent choices
via the ”Manage options” button. The user can opt-in to, or
opt-out of the following:

• Store and/or access information on a device
• Select basic ads
• Create a personalised ads profile
• Select personalised ads
• Create a personalised content profile
• Select personalised content
• Measure ad performance
• Measure content performance
• Apply market research to generate audience insights
• Develop and improve products
• Use precise geolocation data

Consent management in the BBC app is provided by
Google’s Funding Choices platform. According to the
website27 – “Funding Choices is a Consent Management
Platform (CMP) that integrates with Google’s advertising
services to help you navigate user choice for privacy
regulations like GDPR and CCPA”. A POST request to
fundingchoicesmessages.google.com/a/consent sends device
and application information (including device GAID, app

27https://fundingchoices.google.com/start/, accessed 8th Feb 2022
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name, screen size and density), and returns a custom consent
form, which is displayed to the user (see Figure 38).

POST https://fundingchoicesmessages.google.com/a/consent
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Content-Length: 511

{
"adid": "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9",
"admob_app_id": "ca-app-pub-1378326636891429

˜3937594710",
"app_info": {

"package_name": "bbc.mobile.news.ww",
"publisher_display_name": "BBC News",
"version": "5190001"

},
"device_info": {

"android_api_level": 30,
"model": "Pixel 4a",
"os_type": "ANDROID"

},
"is_lat": false,
"language_code": "en-US",
"screen_info": {

"density": 2.75,
"height": 785,
<...>
],
"width": 392

},
<...>

}

Fig. 38. Funding Choices connection to retrieve custom consent form

2) Accept Privacy/Cookie Policy: Calls to the
sb.scorecardresearch.com/p2 endpoint are made every
time an article/section is accessed by the user. The
scorescardresearch.com domain is owned by Comscore.
Figure 39 shows an example of one such request.

The ns alias value is a user identifier, which is persistent
across sessions of the application, but not across installations.
ns ap ev is the event type being reported. The only event
type which was reported during this experiment was a ’view’
event. The page title value refers to the page the user is
currently viewing, and the section is the section which the
article being viewed was accessed from. The bbc st or value
is the screen orientation of the device, and bbc st sr is
a boolean which indicates whether the BBC screen-reader
is enabled (screen-readers are used to assist the visually
impaired).

Tracking calls are also made to the a1.api.bbc.co.uk/hit.xiti
endpoint on article or section press. See Figure 40 for an
example.

The tracking functionality in these requests is provided
by AT Internet, similarly to calls made to logws1309.ati-
host.net/hit.xiti in the RTE news application (See Fig.33).

The idclient value is a user identifier which is persistent
across sessions, but not across installations. Note that this
value, and the ns alias sent in scorecardresearch.com calls
(Fig.39) are identical. The x9 value is the article/section which
the user is currently viewing. Also sent in these request
are device specifications including manufacturer, model, OS,
screen resolution (r), screen size (dg), and carrier (car).

GET https://sb.scorecardresearch.com/p2?URL_PARAMETERS
<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
ns_ap_pn: android
app_type: mobile-app
<...>
ns_alias: 9c9b5194-2b6f-4a28-bf6c-a17e7ef10382
page_title: Israel tries to contain avian flu

outbreak after 5,000 wild cranes die
ns_ap_bi: bbc.mobile.news.ww
section: world::middle_east
<...>
ns_ap_ev: view
bbc_content_type: article
ns_ap_i3:
bbc_site: invalid-data
ns_ap_an: news-gnl-android
bbc_identity: null
<...>
ns_type: view
ml_name: echo_android
bbc_producer: NEWS
ns_nc: 1
c1: 19
c2: 20982512
bbc_st_or: portrait
app_name: news-gnl-android
bbc_st_sr: false
<...>
ns_ts: 1640800179505
ns_ap_pfm: android

Fig. 39. Comscore application usage tracking call made in BBC app

GET https://a1.api.bbc.co.uk/hit.xiti?URL_PARAMETERS
<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
s: 598287
idclient: 9c9b5194-2b6f-4a28-bf6c-a17e7ef10382
<...>
mfmd: [google]-[pixel4a]
manufacturer: Google
model: Pixel 4a
os: [android]-[11]
apid: bbc.mobile.news.ww
<...>
hl: 17x51x14
r: 1080x2160
dg: 5.8
car: Tesco Mobile
cn: wifi
ts: 1640800274.437999963760376
<...>
echo_event: view
name: news.world.europe.story.59816052.page
<...>
x9: [Sabine Weiss: Legend of street photography dies

at 97]
<...>
stc: {"lifecycle":{"fs":1,"fsau":0,"sc":1,"fsd"

:20211229,"dsls":0,"dsfs":0,"sessionId":"
dbd5e610-8713-4b96-a818-ac2d52f03ff7"},"idType":"UUID"}

Fig. 40. Tracking call made to a1.api.bbc.co.uk/hit.xiti

The lifecycle JSON string sent in the stc URL parameter of
these requests requests include; a session ID which identifies
a particular app session (sessionID), a boolean indicating
whether this session is the first launch of the app (fs), a
boolean indicating whether this session is the first launch
after an update (fsau), the number of times the app has been
launched (sc), the date on which the app was first launched
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on the device (fsd), and the number of days since last app
use on the device (dsls).

TABLE V
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY BBC APPLICATION AFTER

ACCEPTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗

Google Mobile Ads SDK third-party hosts

adsafeprotected.com ✗ ✗
3lift.com ✗ ✓
adnxs.com ✗ ✓
casalemedia.com ✗ ✓
rubiconproject.com ✗ ✓
openx.net ✗ ✓
pubmatic.com ✗ ✓
contextweb.com ✗ ✓
exelator.com ✗ ✗

Table V shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the BBC application during this ’accept
privacy/cookie policy’ experiment. A significant aspect
regarding the behaviour of the BBC news application is that
it was not seen to share the Google Advertising ID of the
device as a user identifier, either in advertising or tracking
requests. This is in contrast with the other applications being
examined in this paper, which use this particular identifier
extensively (see Figures 12, 18, and 35).

3) Reject Privacy/Cookie Policy: The application
usage tracking methods remain unchanged after the
privacy policy has been rejected. The telemetry
calls to scorecardresearch.com (see Fig.39) and
a1.api.bbc.co.uk/hit.xiti (see Fig.40) record app usage
and device information on every section/article press, no
matter the user’s privacy/cookie selection. In order to disable
these tracking requests, the user must manually enter the
applications settings screen, and untick the “share statistics”
checkbox.

TABLE VI
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY BBC APPLICATION AFTER

REJECTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓

With regards to advertising behaviour of the BBC applica-
tion when rejecting the privacy/cookie policy, see Table VI.
The application does not communicate with any third-party
advertising vendors via the Google Mobile Ads SDK, and the
only first-party domain which is contacted is doubleclick.net.

E. Guardian

1) Fresh-Open: The Guardian application opens to a priva-
cy/cookie consent form. The user cannot navigate away from
this screen without submitting their consent choices.

Fig. 41. Opening screen of the Guardian application

Figure 41 shows to the opening screen of the Guardian
application. The user can accept the privacy/cookie policy
via the ”Yes, I’m happy” button, or they can customise their
privacy consent choices via the ”Manage my choices” button.
The user can opt-in to, or opt-out of the following:

• Store and/or access information on the device.
• Personalised ads and content, ad and content

measurement, audience insights and product
development.

The Guardian app uses the services of Google Analytics.
A request to the android.apis.google.com/c2dm/register3
endpoint registers the Android device of the user with
the service, including the Google Android ID as a device
identifier in the request. Figure 7 shows the equivalent
registration call made from the Irish Times application.

2) Accept Privacy/Cookie Policy: Privacy management in
the Guardian application is provided by Sourcepoint28.
Upon accepting the privacy/cookie policy of the
app, a POST request is sent to cdn.privacy-
mgmt.com/wrapper/tcfv2/v1/gdpr/consent, which includes
the consent choices submitted by the user.

28See https://www.sourcepoint.com/, accessed 21st Feb 2022
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Ophan is an in-house analytics/tracking platform which is
utilised across the digital outlets provided by the Guardian29.
In the Guardian application for android, Ophan analytics calls
are made to the ophan.theguardian.com/mob endpoint. An
example of one of these requests is displayed in Figure 42.

POST https://ophan.theguardian.com/mob
Content-Type: application/vnd.apache.thrift.compact
Content-Length: 193
Host: ophan.theguardian.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip
User-Agent: okhttp/4.9.1

,\x18
6.76.13138\x18\x07Android\x18\x0211\x15\x02\x00\x1c\

x18\x08Pixel 4a\x18\x06Google\x00\
x18$46cac13e-41a4-43e1-af8f-3ec6f7bbbd3f\x18\x00\x15\x02
\x19\x1c\x18$b9cd21f7-cafa-42f6-b546-827ec112d539%\x02
\\\x18 mobileMpu\x16\x00\x16\x00F\xf6 \x00\
x18$8d754a9a-3a7d-4c30-8fda-788ecda03072\x00\x00

Fig. 42. Apache Thrift encoded tracking request to ophan.theguardian.com

The Content-Type HTTP header specifies that the payload of
these Ophan analytics calls use the Apache Thrift framework
for the transmission and serialisation of any data being sent
in these requests. Mitmproxy does not support the decoding
of Thrift, so the payload in Figure 42 appears in a raw text
format.

Through investigation of the decompiled Guardian source
code, it was discovered that the payload of every Ophan
tracking request is generated by the submissionToRequestBody
method in the OphanJobService class. The Frida script shown
in Figure 43 was written to hook onto any calls to this method,
and serialise the analytics data being sent in Ophan requests to
an explicit, human readable format. See Fig.44 for the output
produced by this script when the request from Fig.42 is sent
by the Guardian application.

This script was used to decode Ophan tracking calls which
were sent during this experiment, in order to determine the
data being sent in them. The following data is included in each
analytics call to ophan.theguardian.com; device information
(OS, model, manufacturer), and one or more event objects.
A device ID generated by the app is also included in Ophan
requests. This identifier is persistent across sessions, but not
across installations of the application.

Five event types were seen to be reported during this
experiment. Figure 44 shows an AD LOAD event, which is
reported every time an advertisement is loaded in the app. The
view id value corresponds to the particular article on which
the advertisement was loaded.

A VIEW event tracks every article opened by the user.
AB TEST events report data related to A/B testing30 being
conducted in the Guardian application. AB TEST events log
a list of tests being conducted and the variation of each test
which the user was presented with. Figure 45 shows a decoded

29See https://www.theguardian.com/info/2021/jul/12/how-we-backfilled-
the-guardians-in-house-analytics-tool-to-provide-greater-journalistic-insight,
accessed 21st Feb 2022

30A/B testing is a user experience methodology which involves presenting
two variations of some variable (eg. web page, app screen) to users in order
to compare their performance

// USAGE: frida -U -f com.guardian -l
guardian_ophan_decode.js

Java.perform(() => {
//OphanJobService Class
const OphanJobService = Java.use("com.guardian

.tracking.ophan.OphanJobService")
OphanJobService.submissionToRequestBody.

implementation = function(a){
console.log("\tApp = " + a.app.value)
console.log("\tDevice = " + a.device.value)
console.log("\tDevice ID = " + a.deviceId.

value)
print_events_list(a.events.value)
console.log("\n\n")
return this.submissionToRequestBody(a)

}

function print_events_list(events_list){
console.log("\tEvents = ")
for (let i = 0; i < events_list.size(); i

++) {
console.log("" + events_list.get(i))

}
}

})

Fig. 43. Frida script used to decode Ophan tracking requests from the
Guardian application

App = App(version:6.76.13138, family:Android, os:11,
edition:US)
Device = Device(name:Pixel 4a, manufacturer:Google)
Device ID = 46cac13e-41a4-43e1-af8f-3ec6f7bbbd3f
Events =
Event(eventType:AD_LOAD,
eventId:b9cd21f7-cafa-42f6-b546-827ec112d539,
viewId:8d754a9a-3a7d-4c30-8fda-788ecda03072,
adLoad:RenderedAd(slot:mobileMpu))

Fig. 44. Decoded Apache Thrift tracking data from ophan.theguardian.com
request, logging an AD LOAD event

call to ophan.theguardian.com which logs both a VIEW, and
AB TEST event.

App = App(version:6.76.13138, family:Android, os:11,
edition:US)
Device = Device(name:Pixel 4a, manufacturer:Google)
Device ID = 46cac13e-41a4-43e1-af8f-3ec6f7bbbd3f
Events =

Event(eventType:VIEW,
eventId:3287393d-782f-4549-bc30-edd4f4180c0a,
viewId:2eaf3696-2a60-4a79-9844-21317f24f7ce, path:/
lifeandstyle/2022/feb/21/
a-new-start-after-60-after-35-years-of-teaching-<...>,
OBSOLETE_previousPath:/us, <...>)

Event(eventType:AB_TEST,
eventId:f0c8acf4-8fc6-4f95-a7ff-211682d1753d,
viewId:2eaf3696-2a60-4a79-9844-21317f24f7ce,
ab:AbTestInfo(tests:[AbTest(
name:ab_test_premium_overlay, variant:singleStep),
AbTest(name:ab_test_free_trial, variant:false), AbTest(
name:SSR, variant:SSR-enabled), AbTest(
name:apps-rendering, variant:legacy-template)]), <...>)

Fig. 45. Decoded Ophan tracking event logging VIEW and AB TEST events

The last Ophan event which was reported during this
experiment was an INTERACTION, which tracks user
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interactions with the Guardian application. Figure 46 is an
example of one such event which was called when pressing
the menu button.

App = App(version:6.76.13138, family:Android, os:11,
edition:US)
Device = Device(name:Pixel 4a, manufacturer:Google)
Device ID = 46cac13e-41a4-43e1-af8f-3ec6f7bbbd3f
Events =
Event(eventType:INTERACTION,
eventId:5d0ec7fb-a8bf-49cd-9056-ccf49e29ab56,
viewId:97d1ba88-4bda-4924-b8bc-2c887db19ca7, <...>,
interaction:Interaction(component:bottomTabBar,
value:menu-previouslyInactive))

Fig. 46. Decoded Ophan INTERACTION tracking event

Similarly to all previously examined applications with the
exception of the BBC news app, the Guardian application uses
the services of Google Analytics. When the privacy/cookie
policy has been accepted, batch calls of events are made to the
ssl.google-analytics.com/batch endpoint. The data recorded in
these events is similar to that which is sent in Google Analytics
requests in other applications (see Figures 12, 20, 35). In this
experiment, two event types (t) were encountered: screenview,
and event. A sample call from a batch call in the Guardian
application is shown in Figure 47.

dl=
<...>
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
ul: en-us
ea: selected
ec: bottomTabBar
sr: 1080x2160
cd: Front Screen
a: 1817581174
el: discover-previouslyinactive
<...>
t: event
<...>

dl=https://www.theguardian.com/science/gallery/2019/mar
/21/super-worm-moon-in-pictures

<...>
dt: Super worm moon in pictures
cd30: us
cd52: pillar/news
cd51: wifi
ate: 1
adid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
ul: en-us
sr: 1080x2160
cd: Article Screen
<...>
cd38: related_article_link | https://www.theguardian.

com/science/gallery/2019/mar/21/
super-worm-moon-in-pictures

<...>
t: screenview
<...>

Fig. 47. Google Analytics event examples sent from Guardian application

The first event in Figure 47 reports that the discover menu
button (el) has been pressed from the front screen (cd). The
second event logs that an article is being viewed by the user
(cd). As with it’s implementation in all previously examined
applications, Google Analytics uses the Google Advertising
ID of the device as a user identifier in all events logged (adid).

POST https://sdk.fra-01.braze.eu/api/v3/data
<...>
Host: sdk.fra-01.braze.eu
Connection: Keep-Alive

{
"api_key": "8ac0a9f9-b115-4bbc-b669-1d54798901a8",
<...>
"device_id":

"4b7a87e5-78b7-4815-9102-c9bf4f938452",
"events": [

{
"data": {

"n": "app_article_opened",
"p": {

"keywords": "Huawei, Technology, UK
news, China, MI6,",

"section": "technology"
}

},
"name": "ce",
"session_id": "7

fbc7cd6-a72e-4be2-9816-51c5040670e6",
"time": 1645099828.486

}
],
<...>

}

Fig. 48. Braze application engagement tracking request

The Guardian uses the Braze SDK to provide further app
engagement tracking services. The privacy policy of the
Guardian describes Braze as a life-cycle engagement
platform31. POST requests are made to the sdk.fra-
01.braze.eu/api/v3/data endpoint when the user presses
an article. Figure 48 shows an example of one of these
requests. This particular request is logging the opening
of an article by the user, as indicated by the n key. The
keywords key contains values which describe the contents of
the article being viewed. The device id key contains a user
identifier. Note that the value of this identifier is the same
as those sent in Ophan tracking calls (see Figures 44, 45,
46). Recall that this identifier is persistent across sessions of
the Guardian app, but does not persist across new installations.

TABLE VII
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY GUARDIAN APPLICATION AFTER

ACCEPTING PRIVACY POLICY AFTER ACCEPTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✓ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗
googleadservices.com ✗ ✗

Table VII shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the Guardian application after accepting the
privacy/cookie policy.

This app shares the Google Advertising ID of the device in
all advertising requests to pubads.g.doubleclick.net/gampad.
This ID is shared via the cust params URL parameter.

31See https://www.theguardian.com/help/privacy-policy, accessed 22nd Feb
2022
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3) Reject Privacy/Cookie Policy: When the privacy/cookie
policy of the app is rejected by the user, a POST request is
sent to cdn.privacy-mgmt.com/wrapper/tcfv2/v1/gdpr/consent,
which includes the consent choices submitted.

If the policy is rejected, the Guardian application does not
make tracking requests to ssl.google-analytics.com or sdk.fra-
01.braze.eu/api/v3/data, as it does when the policy is accepted
(See Figures 47 and 48). However, tracking requests to the
ophen.theguardian.com/mob endpoint will be made regardless
of the users privacy/cookie consent choices.

TABLE VIII
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY GUARDIAN APPLICATION AFTER

REJECTING PRIVACY POLICY AFTER REJECTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

- - -

As can be seen from Table VIII, the Guardian application
does not contact any advertising related domains if the user
rejects the privacy/cookie policy.

In the previous experiment, in which the user interacted
with the application after having accepted the privacy policy,
the Google Advertising ID of the device was shared in
requests to both doubleclick.net and ssl.google-analytics.com.
Neither of these domains are contacted after having rejected
the policy, thus the Google Advertising ID of the device was
not transmitted in any HTTP requests during this experiment.

4) Login: The Guardian application allows premium sub-
scribers to login to the application. This removes advertise-
ments in the application, and provides access to other premium
features within the app. To create a premium account with the
Guardian, users must provide their full name, address, email,
and phone number (optional). Users can pay for premium
subscription fee via credit/debit card, or PayPal.

A unique user ID is associated with each Guardian account.
When logged into the application, the Guardian user ID will be
included in all tracking calls to ophan.theguardian.com/mob.

POST https://ophan.theguardian.com/mob
Content-Type: application/vnd.apache.thrift.compact
Content-Length: 223
Host: ophan.theguardian.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip
User-Agent: okhttp/4.9.1

,\x18
6.76.13138\x18\x07Android\x18\x0211\x15\x02\x00\x1c\

x18\x08Pixel 4a\x18\x06Google\x00\
x18$3c1585b9-bd2e-493b-a782-7feb0fae1d1e\x18 107057686\
x15\x0c\x19\x1c\x18$49234df7-2a61-4328-a02b-31d7fb82c634
%\x08h$386bacfc-5561-482f-ac00-02d03f471c43|\x18\
x18subscribed-notifications\x18\x0bbreaking_us\x00\x00\
x00

Fig. 49. Request to ophan.theguardian.com/mob when logged into Guardian
app

Figure 49 shows an example of an Ophan analytics request
sent while the user was logged in. The bold string of digits
in the body of the request is the Guardian user ID. This
ID is sent in requests to this endpoint regardless of the
privacy/cookie consent choices submitted by the user.
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F. CNN
1) Fresh-Open: The CNN application opens to a

privacy/cookie consent form. The user cannot navigate away
from this screen without submitting their consent choices.

Fig. 50. Privacy policy presented to user upon opening CNN application

Figure 50 shows the opening screen of the CNN application.
The user can accept all permissions requested by the privacy/-
cookie policy via the ”Accept All” button, or can customise
their privacy consent choices via the ”Manage Cookies+”
button. The user can opt-in to, or opt-out of the following:

• Store and/or access information on a device
• Select basic ads
• Select personalised ads
• Create a personalised ads profile
• Create a personalised content profile
• Select personalised content
• Measure ad performance
• Measure content performance
• Apply market research to generate audience insights
• Develop and improve products

The CNN app uses OneTrust32 as a privacy
management solution. A request is made to mobile-
data.onetrust.io/bannersdk/v2/applicationdata to fetch the list
of vendors which the application wants permission to share
user data with, and the purposes for which the vendors desire
to use the user data.

A POST request to an-
droid.clients.google.com/c2dm/register3 initialises the

32https://www.onetrust.com/, accessed 3rd March 2022

services of Google Analytics for this application. As
with all connections to this endpoint seen in previous
experiments (see Figure 7), the Google Android ID is sent as
a device identifier in this request.

The Android ID of this device-app pairing is shared in
requests to the appcenter.ms domain, as the value of the
client unique id URL parameter (see Fig.51). The appcen-
ter.ms domain is owned by Microsoft.

GET https://codepush.appcenter.ms/v0.1/public/codepush/
update_check?URL_PARAMETERS

accept: application/json
<...>

URL_PARAMETERS
deployment_key: H6w9nuOvXtNWxkWia-S5xgefob3FrJhbagGDf
app_version: 6.18.2
client_unique_id: 8590d5b36bcb97e2

Fig. 51. Android ID included in appcenter.ms requests

The device Google Advertising ID was not shared during
this experiment, and no cookies were set.

2) Accept Privacy/Cookie Policy: The CNN application
is yet another which makes use of the tracking/app usage
services provided by Chartbeat. Other applications which
have been found to use the Chartbeat API during these
experiments were the Irish Times and the Irish Independent.
In this application, calls are made to the Chartbeat API any
time an article or section is pressed by the user. The data
tracked and sent in calls to ping.chartbeat.net is consistent
across these applications, see Figure 11 for reference.

App usage tracking calls are made to smetrics.cnn.com
both on section/article press, and also on pressing any menu
buttons in the CNN application. This tracking functionality is
provided by the com.adobe.marketing.mobile package in the
source code of the application.

Figure 52 shows an analytics request made to
smetrics.cnn.com. Included in this request is the section
which the user is currently viewing (section), and the app
interaction which is being logged (action). In this event,
the interaction being tracked is the user pressing the world
section in the navigation menu. The Google Advertising ID
of the device is a user identifier in these requests (kruxid).

This application also makes tracking requests to the collec-
tor.cdp.cnn.io/com.snowplowanalytics.snowplow/tp2 endpoint.
This functionality is provided by Snowplow Analytics33

via the com.snowplowanalytics.snowplow package in the
CNN source code. Snowplow specialise in the collec-
tion and aggregation of behavioural user data. Figure 53
is an example of a POST request made to the collec-
tor.cdp.cnn.io/com.snowplowanalytics.snowplow/tp2 endpoint.

In Snowplow Analytics requests, the co JSON string
contains device information such as carrier, model, and
Google Advertising ID (androidIdfa). The ue pr JSON string

33https://snowplowanalytics.com/, accessed 7th March 2022
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POST https://smetrics.cnn.com/b/ss/<...>
<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

<...>
CarrierName: Tesco Mobile
AppID: CNN 6.18.2 (1951696)
RunMode: Application
action: click:navigation:tap:world
OSVersion: Android 11
TimeSinceLaunch: 33
DeviceName: Pixel 4a
Resolution: 1080x2160
.a:
subsection: top news:top news
orientation: portrait
adobehashid: no mvpd set
edition: international:nvs:irl
loginstatus: not logged-in
section: top news
pageattribution: Top News:nvs:nvs:nvs
mvpd: no mvpd set
businessunit: cnn international
kruxid: 4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
<...>

Fig. 52. CNN app usage tracking call

POST https://collector.cdp.cnn.io/com.snowplowanalytics.
snowplow/tp2 HTTP/2.0

<...>
adrum_1: isMobile:true
adrum: isAjax:true

{
"data": [

{
"aid": "cnn-android",
"co": "{\<...>/mobile_context\\/jsonschema

\\/1-0-1\",\"data\":{\"carrier\":\"Tesco Mobile\",\"
osVersion\":\"11\",\"osType\":\"android\",\
"androidIdfa:̈4̈b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9¨,\"
deviceModel\":\"Pixel 4a\",\"deviceManufacturer\":\"
Google\",\"networkType\":\"wifi\"}},{\"schema\":\"
iglu:com.snowplowanalytics.snowplow\\/client_session\\/
jsonschema\\/1-0-1\",\"data\":{\"sessionIndex\":1,\"
storageMechanism\":\"LOCAL_STORAGE\",\"firstEventId\":
\"31b31791-e8f6-446e-8daa-d354602b4a84\",\<...>"}}]}",

"dtm": "1640881447537",
<...>
"tz": "Europe/Dublin",
"ue_pr": "{\"schema\":\"iglu:com.

snowplowanalytics.snowplow\\/unstruct_event\\/jsonschema
\\/1-0-0\",\"data\":{\"schema\":\"iglu:com.cnn\\/
GenericTap\\/jsonschema\\/1-1-0\",\"data\":{\"
component_type\":\"bottom_bar\",\"__viewId\":\"
a2daeabf-76ee-4e49-b487-5ab065e5897d\",\
"component_id\":\"world\",\"traits\":{\"cnn_uid\":null,
\"component_sub_type\":null,\"view_name\":\"top news\"}
<...>}}"

}
],
"schema": "iglu:com.snowplowanalytics.snowplow/

payload_data/jsonschema/1-0-4"
}

Fig. 53. Snowplow Analytics call made from the CNN application

contains information regarding the event being logged. The
event being logged in Figure 53 is a button press by the
user, where the component id key names the button which
has been pressed. The other event types which were logged
by Snowplow Analytics during this experiment are PageView
events, which are triggered when a new article/section is
opened by the user.

Kochava collect app usage and tracking metrics in the CNN
application. The data collected by Kochava is sent to the
control.kochava.com/track/json endpoint. Figure 54 shows a
POST request sent to this endpoint.

POST https://control.kochava.com/track/json
<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Content-Length: 1103

{
"action": "event",
"data": {

"app_name": "CNN",
"app_short_string": "6.18.3",
"app_version": "2265121",
"architecture": "aarch64",
"background_location": false,
"battery_level": 100,
"battery_status": "full",
"bms": 1645030132338,
"carrier_name": "Tesco Mobile",
"device": "Pixel 4a-google",
"device_orientation": "portrait",
"disp_h": 2340,
"disp_w": 1080,
"event_data": {

"app version": "6.18.3",
"edition": "international",
"template name - default mode": "Top News"

},
"event_name": "Template Load",
"iab_usp": "1---",
"locale": "en-US",
"manufacturer": "Google",
"network_conn_type": "wifi",
"network_metered": false,
"notifications_enabled": true,
"os_version": "Android 11",
"product_name": "sunfish",
"screen_brightness": 0.3882,
"screen_dpi": 440,
"ssid": "<unknown ssid>",
"state_active": true,
"timezone": "Europe/Dublin",
"ui_mode": "Normal",
"uptime": 29.671,
"usertime": 1646322287,
"volume": 1

},
"kochava_app_id": "kocnn-android-prod-qchg",
"kochava_device_id": "KA3801646322257t<...>",
"nt_id": "01

ab4-1-1c86adfa-75da-4875-a00d-25a6eee074b9",
"sdk_protocol": "14",
"sdk_version": "AndroidTracker 3.8.0",
"send_date": "2022-03-03T15:44:47.500Z"

}

Fig. 54. Kochava tracking call sent from the CNN application

In these requests, the event value refers to the event being
logged, and the event data key contains information regarding
the particular event being logged. The event types which were
encountered during this experiment were ’Template Load’ and
’App Launch’. Also recorded during these events are detailed
device metrics, including; device model, orientation, battery
level, volume, brightness, and network connection type
(WiFi in this case). These requests also have an associated
kochava device id, which is used a a device identifier. This
ID is persistent across sessions of the CNN application, but
not persistent across installations.
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AppDynamics34 is an application performance
monitoring (APM) solution which is used in the
CNN application. Connections to mobile.eum-
appdynamics.com/eumcollector/mobileMetrics send a batch
of events which are recorded via the AppDynamics SDK.
Two types of events were seen to be tracked by this
SDK during the course of this experiment. A network-
request event tracks the majority of HTTP requests which
are made from the CNN application. 720 of the 1147
requests which were made by the app during this 5 minute
experiment were sent in AppDynamics API calls. A ui
event tracks UI changes an Android application, such is the
beginning and ending of Android Activities and Fragments35.
Figure 55 shows a POST request made to the mobile.eum-
appdynamics.com/eumcollector/mobileMetrics endpoint, and
shows an example of both a network-request and ui event.

POST https://mobile.eum-appdynamics.com/eumcollector/
mobileMetrics?version=2

<...>
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Content-Length: 1937

[
(1)
{

<...>
"bid": "3d411692-7867-4277-8a6c-69b3c802f122",
"ca": "Tesco Mobile",
"cc": 8,
"cf": "1804800",
"ct": "wifi",
"dm": "Google",
"dmo": "Pixel 4a",
<...>
"event": "Fragment Start",
"fragmentName": "androidx.lifecycle.y",
"fragmentUuid": "51708

e09-49d0-4cd8-8abb-df289b68d147",
<...>
"type": "ui"

},
(2)
{
<...>
"bid": "3d411692-7867-4277-8a6c-69b3c802f122",
"bkgd": false,
"bts": [],
"ca": "Tesco Mobile",
<...>
"ct": "wifi",
"dm": "Google",
"dmo": "Pixel 4a",
<...>
"is": "AppDynamics.URLConnection",
<...>
"type": "network-request",
"url": "https://c.amazon-adsystem.com/

aps_mobile_client_config.json"
},
<...>

]

Fig. 55. AppDynamics API call made from the CNN application

The first event shown in this request is a ui event, which is
logging the beginning of the lifecycle of a particular Android

34https://www.appdynamics.com/, accessed 5th March 2022
35Activities and Fragments are some of the basic building blocks of Android

applications, used in creating the user interface. See https://developer.android.
com/reference/android/app/Activity, and https://developer.android.com/guide/
fragments, accessed 5th March 2022

Fragment in the application. The second event logs a network-
request made from the application to https://c.amazon-
adsystem.com/aps mobile client config.json. All
AppDynamics events are linked with a bid value. This
is a device identifier which is persistent across sessions of
the application, but not persistent across installations.

A single tracking call was made to the
events.claspws.tv/v1/event endpoint during this experiment.
The request is shown in Figure 56. The value of the data
URL parameter in this request is encoded in base64 format,
and when decoded, produces the output displayed in Figure
57.

POST https://events.claspws.tv/v1/event?
URL_PARAMETERS

<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
data:
eyJldmVudCI6IkRFVklDRV9ESVNDT1ZFUllfU1RBU
lRFRCIsInByb3BlcnRpZXMiOnsiQVBQX0lEIjoidn
piMjAxNzgxMCIsImRpc3RpbmN0X2lkIjoiOTUuNDU
uMTMyLjE0MyIsIlJFTU9URV9ERVZJQ0VfVFlQRSI6
IkFuZHJvaWQiLCJSRU1PVEVfREVWSUNFX0lEIjoiY
W5kcm9pZDo4NTkwZDViMzZiY2I5N2UyIiwiU<...>

Fig. 56. Tracking call to events.claspws.tv/v1/event sent from the CNN
application

{
"event": "DEVICE_DISCOVERY_STARTED",
"properties": {
"APP_ID": "vzb2017810",
"distinct_id": "95.45.132.143",
"REMOTE_DEVICE_TYPE": "Android",
"REMOTE_DEVICE_ID":

"android:8590d5b36bcb97e2",
"REMOTE_DEVICE_MAKE": "Google",
"REMOTE_DEVICE_MODEL": "Pixel 4a",
"VZB_TIMESTAMP": 1640881415671,
"WIFI_CONNECTED": true,
"WIFI_SSID": "UNKNOWN",
"WIFI_BSSID": "UNKNOWN",
"EXTERNAL_IP_ADDRESS": "95.45.132.143",
"REMOTE_LIMIT_AD_TRACKING": "false",
"IDFA":

"4B00817B-5A22-474D-BB17-0745CABEE6C9",
"SDK_ENTRY_POINT": "UNKNOWN",
"REMOTE_DEVICE_SCREEN_TYPE": "mobile",
"REMOTE_SDK_VERSION": "5.1.0",
"REMOTE_OS_VERSION": "11",
"GEO_LAT": "UNKNOWN",
"GEO_LONG": "UNKNOWN",
"TIMEZONE": "GMT+00:00"

}
}

Fig. 57. Decoded content of request to events.claspws.tv/v1/event

This request is logging a DEVICE DISCOVERY STARTED
event. The identifiers which are transmitted in this request are;
the Google Advertising ID of the device (IDFA), the external
IP address of the device (EXTERNAL IP ADDRESS),
and the Android ID of this device-app pairing
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(REMOTE DEVICE ID).

Similarly to the Irish Indpendent application, a block of
sponsored advertisements provided by Outbrain are displayed
at the bottom of each article in the CNN app. GET requests
to odb.outbrain.com/utils/get are called to fetch sponsored
content from Outbrain when the user reaches the bottom of
any given article. See Figure 22 for an example of a request
made to this endpoint from the Irish Independent application.
The Google Advertising ID of the device is sent in these
requests and is consequently set as an obuid cookie in the
response from Outbrain.

Table IX shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the CNN application during this experiment
(in which the privacy policy has been accepted by the user).

TABLE IX
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY THE CNN APPLICATION AFTER

ACCEPTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗
googleadservices.com ✗ ✗

Google Mobile Ads SDK third-party hosts

adnxs.com ✗ ✓
casalemedia.com ✗ ✓
adsafeprotected.com ✗ ✗
rubiconproject.com ✗ ✗
yahoo.com ✗ ✓
flashtalking.com ✗ ✗
openx.net ✗ ✓
teads.tv ✗ ✗
spotxchange.com ✗ ✓

Other advertising providers used by application

outbrain.com ✓ ✓
vidazoo.com ✓ ✗
amazon-adsystem.com ✓ ✗
demdex.net ✗ ✓

As can be seen from this table, the Google Advertising ID
of the device was not shared with any advertising domains
(first or third-party) which were contacted via the Google
Mobile Ads SDK during this experiment. Cookies were used
by doubleclick.net, adnxs.com, casalemedia.com, yahoo.com,
openx.net, and spotxchange.com.

Regarding advertising services which operate independently
of the Google Mobile Ads SDK, the Google Advertising ID
was shared with outbrain.com, vidazoo.com, and amazon-
adsystem.com. Cookies were used by both outbrain.com and
demdex.net.

3) Reject Privacy/Cookie Policy: When the privacy pol-
icy of the CNN application is rejected, a subset of the
tracking functionality which was described in the previ-
ous section (V-F2) ceases. HTTP requests were not made
to ping.chartbeat.net, smetrics.cnn.com (Fig.52), claspws.tv
(Fig.56, Fig.57), or collector.cdp.cnn.io (Fig.53) during this
experiment.

Connections continue to be made to kochava.com (Fig.54),
and eum-appdynamics.com (Fig.55) to collect both app usage
and device metrics. These APIs use device identifiers which
are persistent across sessions, but not identifiers which are
constant across installations (Android ID) or applications
(Google Advertising ID).

Table X shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the CNN application during this experiment
(in which the privacy policy has been rejected by the user).

TABLE X
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY THE CNN APPLICATION AFTER

REJECTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓

Google Mobile Ads SDK third-party hosts

- - -

Other advertising providers used by application

outbrain.com ✓ ✗
vidazoo.com ✓ ✗
amazon-adsystem.com ✓ ✗

When the privacy policy of the CNN application is rejected,
a significantly reduced number of advertising domains are
contacted via the Google Mobile Ads SDK. The only domain
which connections were made to during this experiment was
Google’s first-party doubleclick.net. No third-party advertising
domains were contacted via the Google Mobile Ads SDK.

The change in behaviour of the advertising services
provided independently of the Google Mobile Ads SDK
was less drastic. Requests were not made to the demdex.net
domain. However, outbrain.com, vidazoo.com, and amazon-
adsystem.com are still contacted by the CNN app, and the
Google Advertising ID of the device is shared with all three.

4) Login: The CNN application provides login
functionality to it’s users. The only personal data required
in order to create an account is an email address. Creating
a CNN account is free, thus no payment details (debit/credit
card, PayPal) are required.

A unique user identifier is associated which each
CNN account. When logged in, this ID is included
in all Snowplow Analytics calls made to the collec-
tor.cdp.cnn.io/com.snowplowanalytics.snowplow/tp2 endpoint.
Figure 58 shows a Snowplow Analytics request made while
the user was logged in.

In this request (which is logging a PageView), the cnn uid
value is the account ID of the user. The Google Advertising
ID of the device is also tramsitted in these requests as the
androidIdfa value. The CNN UID is associated with the email
address of the user, so in this particular situation, in which
the Google Advertising ID is sent along with the CNN UID,
there is the potential for linking of the users email address
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POST https://collector.cdp.cnn.io/com.
snowplowanalytics.snowplow/tp2 HTTP/2.0

<...>
adrum_1: isMobile:true
adrum: isAjax:true

{
"data": [

{
"aid": "cnn-android",
"co": "{\<...>{\"carrier\":\"Tesco

Mobile\",\"osVersion\":\"11\",\"osType\":\"
android\",\"androidIdfa\
":\"4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9\",\"
deviceModel\":\"Pixel 4a\",\"deviceManufacturer
\":\"Google\",\"networkType\":\"wifi\"}},
<...>}]}",

"dtm": "1646322067406",
<...>
"tz": "Europe/Dublin",
"ue_pr": "{\"schema\":\"iglu:com.

snowplowanalytics.snowplow\\/unstruct_event\\/
jsonschema\\/1-0-0\",\"data\":{\"schema\":\"iglu:
com.cnn\\/Pageview\\/jsonschema\\/1-1-0\",\"data
\":{\"__viewId\":\"405cdb8d-1224-463b-bcc0-51003
b321256\",\"traits\":{\
"cnn_uid\":\"c1b6474c-dc2d-4f0e-a9bc-2bd85b911c56

<...>}"
}

],
"schema": "iglu:com.snowplowanalytics.

snowplow/payload_data/jsonschema/1-0-4"
}

Fig. 58. Snowplow Analytics request made when user is logged in (and
privacy policy has been accepted)

with the Google Advertising ID of the device.

Note that Snowplow Analytics connections, such as the one
seen in Figure 58, are made when a user is logged in and has
accepted the privacy policy of the CNN application. In the
case where the user is logged in, but has rejected the privacy
policy, these requests are not made.

G. New York Times
1) Fresh-Open: The New York Times application opens

to a privacy/cookie consent form. The landing screen of the
application does not load until privacy consent choices have
been submitted by the user.

Fig. 59. Opening screen of the New York Times application

Figure 59 shows the opening screen of the New York
Times application. The user can accept the privacy/cookie
policy via the ”Accept” button, or reject the policy via the
”Reject” button.

This is another application which makes use of the
services of Google Analytics. Upon opening the applica-
tion for the first time, a POST request is made to an-
droid.apis.google.com/c2dm/register3 to register the Android
device of the user with the service. Included in these regis-
tration connections is the Google Android ID of the device.
Figure 7 shows the equivalent registration call made from the
Irish Times application.

A Google Analytics tracking request is made to the
app-measurement.com/a endpoint. An excerpt of the decoded
body of the request is shown in Figure 60. The event shown
in this request is logging that the app has been launched by
the user, as indicated by the event code key. This request is
tagged with the Google Advertising ID of the device.

The New York Times application uses the Facebook SDK
for Android. As with the Irish Times and RTE applications,
a POST request is made to graph.facebook.com which logs
a new installation of the application on a particular device.
Sent in this request is the Google Advertising ID of the
device, along with other device metrics such as model, screen
size, carrier, and timezone. Figure 2 is an example of the
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<...>
body {
{
<...>
event_code: "launch_app"
event_timestamp: 1646255719031

}
<...>
}
<...>
operating_system_version: "11"
Build_MODEL: "Pixel 4a"
language_country: "en-us"
package_name: "com.nytimes.android"
<...>
google_ad_id:
"4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9"

<...>

Fig. 60. Decoded protobuf body of Google Analytics request to the app-
measurement.com/a endpoint

equivalent request made when first opening the Irish Times
application.

A tracking request was sent to the
sb.scorecardresearch.com/p2 endpoint during this
experiment. As previously referenced in Section V-A1,
the scorecardresearch.com domain is owned by Comscore,
who are one of the most prevalent advertising/tracking
companies in the Android application landscape. This request
is shown in Figure 61.

GET https://sb.scorecardresearch.com/p2?
URL_PARAMETERS

<...>
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
<...>
ns_ap_ev: start
ns_ap_device: sunfish
ns_ap_id: 1646255723612
ns_ap_csf: 1
ns_ap_bi: com.nytimes.android
ns_ap_pfm: android
<...>
ns_ts: 1646255718595
<...>
ns_radio: wifi
ns_ap_i3: 5b01ed5d7cce22e91f5e82a6df9f1bbe
<...>

Fig. 61. Tracking request made to sb.scorecardresearch.com/p2 when opening
the New York Times application for the first time

The ns ap ev URL parameter value is the event being
logged in the request, which in this case is the New
York Times application being opened. This request has an
associated user identifier; the ns ap i3 URL parameter is the
MD5 hash of the device Google Advertising ID.

2) Accept Privacy/Cookie Policy: Upon accepting the pri-
vacy policy in the New York Times, a POST request is made
to samizdat-graphql.nytimes.com which contains the privacy
preferences submitted by the user.

Connections to the samizdat-graphql.nytimes.com and
static01.nyt.com domains are made to fetch the data required
to render articles/sections in the New York Times applica-
tion. Requests made to samizdat-graphql.nytimes.com fetch
HTML and adverisement configurations, while requests made
to static01.nyt.com fetch images, CSS, and JavaScript. All
requests to the samizdat-graphql.nytimes.com domain include
the Google Advertising ID of the device as an nyt-agent-id
header (see Fig.62).

POST https://samizdat-graphql.nytimes.com/graphql
/v2

accept: application/json
<...>
nyt-timestamp: 1646256328
nyt-agent-id:

4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9
accept-encoding: gzip

Fig. 62. Requests to samizdat-graphql.nytimes.com include the device Google
Advertising ID as a nyt-agent-id header

The New York Times application limits the number of
articles which can be viewed by unregistered users, and also
limits the number of articles which can be viewed by registered
users who do not pay a premium subscription. GET requests to
the meter-svc.nytimes.com/meter.js endpoint are used to track
the article allowance of any given user. Figure 63 shows one
of these requests.

GET https://meter-svc.nytimes.com/meter.js?
URL_PARAMETERS

<...>
nyt-timestamp: 1646256458
accept-encoding: gzip

URL_PARAMETERS
url: https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/02/us/

politics/russia-ukraine-china.html
rid: 4e1357e4dcddfdd8
APP_2020H2_RegiWallMeter: 1_mc1
pageviewID: 1cf31855-787f-4b92-a3b4-

f09695d824b6
peek: true
sourceApp: Android_NYT-Phoenix_9.56
deviceType: Google Pixel 4a

<< 200 500b
<...>
via: 1.1 google
alt-svc: clear

{
<...>
"gatewayType": "REGIWALL",
"gatewayTypeVariation": "DEFAULT",
"grantReason": "METER_LIMIT",
"granted": false,
"hash": "",
"hitPaywall": false,
"hitRegiwall": true,
<...>

}

Fig. 63. Request to meter-svc.nytimes.com/meter.js

In these requests, the Android ID of this device-app pairing
is a user identifier, and is the value of the rid key. The url
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key is the URL of the article the user wishes to access.
The response to these requests determine whether the user
will be given access to the article, based on their remaining
allowance. The response to this particular request indicates
that the user will not gain access to the article, since they
have already hit their allowance as an unregistered user (the
hitRegiwall boolean is set to true). Figure 64 shows the screen
displayed to the user after hitting their unregistered article
allowance.

Fig. 64. Unregistered user reaching their article allowance in the New York
Times application

Localytics is an analytics platform owned by Upland
Software36. The Localytics SDK is used in the New York
Times application to manage push notification services
and provide analytics services. Requests are sent to the
profile.localytics.com/v1/apps/3bee564c41b04f47d141282-
92bac4b0-8ae0-11df-88a5-0038f276d275/profiles/8608e880-
b710-44c9-8753-3eab33978f2b endpoint to update the
categories of push notifications which are sent to the user.
Figure 65 shows a sample of one such request.

In this request, push notifications for breaking-news and
morning-briefing have been enabled, and push notifications
for evening-briefing have been disabled. The customer id
value in this request is a user identifier which is persistent
across sessions of the app, but does not persist across
different installations. The push notification settings sent in
this request are the default for the New York Times app. The
user can change these settings via the notifications menu in
the application.

36https://uplandsoftware.com/localytics/, accessed 7th March 2022

POST https://profile.localytics.com/v1/apps/3
bee564c41b04f47d141282-92bac4b0-8ae0-11df-88a5
-0038f276d275/profiles/8608e880-b710-44c9-8753-3
eab33978f2b

<...>
Host: profile.localytics.com
Connection: Keep-Alive

{
"changes": [

<...>
{

"attr": "Push Channel Enabled:
breaking-news",

"op": "assign",
"value": "YES"

},
<...>
{

"attr": "Push Channel Enabled:
morning-briefing",

"op": "assign",
"value": "YES"

},
<...>
{

"attr": "Push Channel Enabled:
evening-briefing",

"op": "assign",
"value": "NO"

},
<...>

"customer_id":
"8608e880-b710-44c9-8753-3eab33978f2b",

"database": "app"
}

Fig. 65. Localytics request to update user push notification settings

POST requests are made to a.et.nytimes.com/track to track
a variety of app usage events and device metrics. Examples of
the event data recorded in these requests are shown in figures
66, 67, and 68.

"agent":
{

"id": "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9",
<...>
"data": {

"native_app": {
"asset": {

"section": "us",
"type": "section front"

},
"user": {

"type": "anon"
}

}
},
<...>
"secure_device_id": "4e1357e4dcddfdd8",
<...>
"subject": "page"

}

Fig. 66. Page event sent in request to a.et.nytimes.com/track endpoint

The type of event being logged in these requests is indicated
by the value of the subject JSON key, with more detailed event
information being stored in the data key. Figure 66 shows a
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"agent":
{

"id": "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9",
<...>
"data": {

"event_data": {
"pagetype": "article",
"type": "scroll"

},
"module": {

"name": "first_scroll",
"region": "first_scroll"

}
},
<...>
"pageview_id": "33689a61-53cb-42cb

-8113-90681213eced",
<...>
"secure_device_id": "4e1357e4dcddfdd8",
<...>
"subject": "interaction"

}

Fig. 67. Interaction event sent in request to a.et.nytimes.com/track endpoint

"agent":
{

"id": "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9",
<...>
"data": {

"module": {
"label": "Subscribe to The New York

Times.",
"name": "dock"

}
},
<...>
"secure_device_id": "4e1357e4dcddfdd8",
<...>
"subject": "impression"

}

Fig. 68. Impression event sent in request to a.et.nytimes.com/track endpoint

’page’ event, which indicates that a section/article has been
accessed. Figure 67 is an ’interaction’ event. This event logs a
scroll interaction by the user (via the event data JSON value).
Figure 68 is an ’impression’ event. An impression refers to the
user seeing some specific UI element. This impression event
logs that the user has seen a ”Subscribe to the New York
Times” popup in the application, as indicated by the label
JSON value.

All events sent in requests to the a.et.nytimes.com/track
endpoint associate two unique identifiers with the user. The id
JSON key contains the Google Advertising ID of the device,
and the secure device id JSON key contains the Android ID.

Table XI shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the New York Times application during this
experiment (in which the privacy policy has been accepted by
the user).

Both the doubleclick.net and googlesyndication.com first-
party domains were contacted during this experiment via the
Google Mobile Ads SDK. No third-party advertising domains
were contacted via the Google Mobile Ads SDK, and no

TABLE XI
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY THE NEW YORK TIMES

APPLICATION AFTER ACCEPTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗

external providers outside of Google were seen to deliver any
advertising services during this experiment.

3) Reject Privacy/Cookie Policy: Upon rejecting the
privacy policy in the New York Times, a POST request is
made to samizdat-graphql.nytimes.com which contains the
privacy preferences submitted by the user.

The tracking behaviour of this application after rejecting
the privacy policy remain unchanged with the previous section
(V-G2), in which the policy was accepted by the user.

Table XII shows a list of advertising related domains which
were contacted by the New York Times application during this
experiment.

TABLE XII
ADVERTISING DOMAINS CONTACTED BY THE NEW YORK TIMES

APPLICATION AFTER REJECTING PRIVACY POLICY

Domain Name Uses Google Advertising ID? Uses Cookies?

Google Mobile Ads SDK first-party hosts

doubleclick.net ✗ ✓
googlesyndication.com ✗ ✗

The advertising domains contacted during this experiment
are the same as those contacted when the privacy/cookie
policy is accepted by the user (see Table XI).

4) Login: The New York Times application provides login
functionality to users. New York Times accounts can be
created for free, and can be upgraded to premium accounts
by providing payment details in order to subscribe to regular
billing. Users must provide an email address in order to create
an account. If a user wishes to upgrade to a premium account,
they can pay using a credit/debit card (in which case they will
need to provide a full name and a postal code), or via PayPal.
For the purposes of this experiment, a free account is used.

A unique user ID is generated for each New York Times
account.

When logged in, all events which are logged in tracking
calls made to the a.et.nytimes.com/track endpoint include the
New York Times account ID of the user. Figure 69 shows an
example of one such event.

This example shows a ’page’ event, which was triggered
when the user accessed the arts news section of the application.
The account ID of the logged in user is included as the value of
the regi id key. As previously mentioned in Section V-G2, the
Google Advertising ID is the value of the id JSON key in these
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"agent":
{

"id": "4b00817b-5a22-474d-bb17-0745cabee6c9",
<...>
"data": {

"native_app": {
"asset": {

"section": "arts",
"type": "section front"

},
"user": {

"regi_id": "185311191",
"type": "regi"

}
}

},
<...>
"secure_device_id": "4e1357e4dcddfdd8",
<...>
"subject": "page"

}

Fig. 69. Event sent in request to a.et.nytimes.com/track endpoint while logged
into New York Times application

events, and the Android ID is the value of the secure device id
JSON key.

VI. PRIVACY CONCERNS AND EVALUATION

A. Compliance with user privacy choices

1) Behaviour during fresh-open experiments: The first
experiment carried out on each application tested was a
’fresh-open’. The application is opened for the first time
after installation, and left idle for 3 minutes without user
interaction. During these experiments, no consent choices
have been submitted regarding the privacy/cookie policy.
Consequently, the app should behave in accordance with the
GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive privacy laws.

TABLE XIII
APPLICATIONS WHICH PROVIDE PRIVACY/COOKIE CONSENT FORM ON APP

OPEN

Application Name provides privacy/cookie consent form?

Irish Times ✗
Irish Independent ✓
RTE ✗
BBC ✓
Guardian ✓
CNN ✓
New York Times ✓

Table XIII shows a breakdown of which of the applications
examined during this research provided the user with a pri-
vacy/cookie consent form upon opening the app for the first
time.

The Irish Times application does not provide users with a
privacy consent form on first app open. The form is accessible
via the Settings - Privacy Policy screen of the application,
which is unlikely to be accessed by the average user of this
application. Despite this lack of a conspicuous privacy con-
sent form, the Irish Times application collects a considerable

amount of app usage data (see Section V-A), and associates
this data with both device identifiers (Google Advertising ID,
Android ID), as well as miscellaneous user identifiers set by
third-party trackers.

The RTE application does not provide users with a privacy
consent form on first app open either. The policy is accessible
by navigating to the Account - Privacy Statement screen, or by
accessing the ’Weather’ section. It is unlikely that the average
user will navigate to the Privacy Statement screen, and al-
though more likely, there is no guarantee that a user will access
the ’Weather’ section of the RTE application. Similarly to the
Irish Times application, the RTE app collects considerable app
usage data (see Section V-C) without providing a conspicuous
policy form. This collected data is associated with both device
identifiers (Google Advertising ID, Android ID), as well as
miscellaneous user identifiers set by third-party trackers.

All other applications examined during these experiments
provided the user with a privacy form upon opening the app
for the first time. The user cannot navigate away from these
forms without first submitting their consent choices.

TABLE XIV
USE OF COOKIES DURING FRESH-OPEN EXPERIMENTS

Application Name Cookies Used?

Irish Times ✓
Irish Independent ✓
RTE ✓
BBC ✓
Guardian ✗
CNN ✗
New York Times ✓

Table XIV shows the applications which used cookies
prior to the user submitting any privacy consent choices.
According to the ePrivacy Directive, users must be clearly
notified regarding the use and purposes of any cookies used
by a service.

The Irish Times and RTE News are the only two applica-
tions examined during this research which do not present a
privacy/cookie policy to the user upon opening the app for
the first time.

Both the Irish Times and RTE News applications set cookies
via the Xtremepush SDK, the Google Mobile Ads SDK, as
well as via first-party domains. In order to comply with the
ePrivacy Directive, these applications should notify users
of the use and purposes of these cookies upon opening the app.

A number of the applications examined during this research
were found to use user tracking services prior to explicit
consent from the user. Table XV outlines which applications
begin tracking the user prior to the submission of their privacy
choices.

The Irish Times application does not provide the user
with a privacy policy upon opening the app, however uses
numerous tracking services regardless. Chartbeat API calls
to ping.chartbeat.net are made every 15 seconds in this app,
recording application usage metrics. The information recorded
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TABLE XV
USER TRACKING SERVICES USED PRIOR TO EXPLICIT CONSENT

Application Name Tracks user behaviour prior to consent?

Irish Times ✓
Irish Independent ✗
RTE ✓
BBC ✗
Guardian ✗
CNN ✗
New York Times ✓

includes: the name of the article/section the user is currently
viewing, the time spent on the current view, and whether the
user is currently reading or idle in the app. Refer back to
Section V-A, in which the behaviour of the Chartbeat API
is outlined in detail (Figure 11 shows a sample Chartbeat
API request). The Chartbeat tracking services are also used in
the Irish Independent, BBC, and CNN applications. However,
these applications only begin tracking the user via Chartbeat
after they have accepted the privacy policy.

Google Analytics tracking requests are also made from the
Irish Times application without prior user consent. Figure 12 in
Section V-A, shows a list of events sent from the application.
Information tracked by Google Analytics in the Irish Times
application includes the URLs of articles accessed, and page
loading times. Google Analytics uses the Google Advertising
ID of the device as a user identifier. Google Analytics is also
used by the Irish Independent and Guardian apps, however
only once the privacy policies of those applications are ac-
cepted.

It is therefore recommended that the Irish Times application
includes a privacy policy to users upon opening their applica-
tion for the first time, and does not begin tracking users via
the aforementioned services prior to explicit consent being
provided by the user.

The RTE application does not provide the user with a
privacy policy upon opening the app, however user tracking
services are employed regardless.

Similarly to the Irish Times application, the RTE app makes
use of Google Analytics, tracking user interactions without
prior consent. Section V-C describes the information tracked
by Google Analytics in the RTE app, with Figure 35 showing
an excerpt of a Google Analytics event.

The RTE app also uses tracking services of AT Internet.
Tracking calls are made to the logws1309.ati-host.net/hit.xiti
endpoint. The information tracked in these requests includes
device metrics (phone model, network carrier, OS, resolution),
and the title of the article/section currently being viewed by
the user. Refer back to Section V-C for a detailed explanation
of the data tracked in these requests, with Figure 33 showing
an example request.

It is recommended that RTE introduce a privacy policy to
their application upon first open, and that tracking calls via the
aforementioned services are not made until explicit consent is
provided by the user.

The New York Times app provides the user with a pri-
vacy policy upon opening the app, however begins track-

ing the user prior to any consent submission. As with the
Irish Times and RTE applications, Google Analytics tracking
requests are made prior to user agreement to the privacy
policy. Figure 60 shows an excerpt of the data sent to the
app-measurement.com/a Google Analytics endpoint, which is
tagged with the device GAID.

The New York Times application should not make Google
Analytics tracking requests before the user has accepted the
privacy policy.

2) Behaviour after rejecting privacy policy: The behaviour
of these applications, in terms of respecting the privacy choices
submitted by the user, varied among the applications studied
in this research.

As discussed in Section VI-A1, the Irish Times and RTE
applications infringe on the privacy rights of the user by
using tracking services without consent, since no privacy
policy is provided when opening these apps. The focus of
this section is applications which violate the privacy rights of
the user after they have rejected the privacy policy.

TABLE XVI
USER TRACKING SERVICES USED AFTER REJECTION OF THE PRIVACY

POLICY

Application Name Tracks user behaviour after policy rejection?

Irish Times -
Irish Independent ✓
RTE -
BBC ✓
Guardian ✓
CNN ✓
New York Times ✓

Table XVI shows the applications which utilise tracking
functionality after rejection of the privacy policy by the user.
It was determined that all applications examined track users
via either first, or third-party services, despite the user having
rejected the privacy policy.

The Irish Independent application does not use third-party
tracking services (Chartbeat, Cxense, or Google Analytics)
when the privacy policy is rejected rejected. However, tracking
calls continue to be made to their first-party domain, mhtr.be37.

B. Advertiser Behaviour

Every application which was examined during this research
uses the Google Mobile Ads SDK (GMA SDK) to provide
advertising services. It is important to note that the behaviour
of the GMA SDK is not deterministic across different applica-
tions, or even across different sessions of the same application.
There is no guarantee that the same advertising domains will
be contacted via the SDK on numerous runs of the same
app (with the exception of Google’s doubleclick.net, which
is contacted by all applications).

37The mhtr.be domain is owned by MediaHuis, the media conglomerate
which owns the Irish Independent publication
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The Google Mobile Ads SDK was well-behaved with
regards to the privacy choices submitted by the user. In
all cases, if the privacy policy is rejected, no third-party
advertising domains will be contacted via the GMA SDK.
Table XVII shows a breakdown of the number of unique
third-party domains which were contacted via the GMA SDK.

TABLE XVII
NUMBER OF THIRD-PARTY DOMAINS CONTACTED VIA THE GOOGLE

MOBILE ADS SDK

Application Name When policy accepted When policy rejected

Irish Times - -
Irish Independent 10 0
RTE - -
BBC 9 0
Guardian 0 0
CNN 9 0
New York Times 0 0

Some applications use advertising services which operate
independently of the Google Mobile Ads SDK. These services
were seen to be much less accommodating of the privacy
choices submitted by the user. The Irish Indpendent app
uses the Outbrain and Teads SDKs. The CNN app also uses
the Outbrain SDK, and makes regular connections to the
amazon-adsystem.com domain.

Outbrain provide sponsored advertising at the bottom of
articles in the Irish Independent and CNN applications. Figure
21 shows an example of an Outbrain block in the Irish
Independent application.

An example of an Outbrain advertising request is displayed
in Figure 22 (Section V-B). In both applications, these ad-
vertising/tracking requests will be sent to Outbrain regardless
of the whether the user has accepted, or rejected, the privacy
policy of the application. These requests include the article
which the user is currently viewing, along with the Google
Advertising ID of the device. If a user scrolls to the end
of every article they read, Outbrain will receive the name of
every article read by the user, and this is associated with the
advertising ID of their device.

Outbrain track the browsing habits of users, and can
potentially create advertising profiles of users based off these
habits. Therefore, advertising requests to Outbrain should not
be made in either the Irish Independent or CNN applications,
without prior consent from the user.

The Teads SDK is used to provide video advertising in the
Irish Independent application. Refer back to Figures 23, 24,
and 25, in Section V-B, for examples of advertising/tracking
requests made via the Teads SDK. Similarly to Outbrain, Teads
track articles accessed by the user, and include the Google
Advertising ID of the device in these requests (see Fig.25).
Teads also track user engagement with their advertisements.
Figure 23 shows a request which logs that a particular Teads
advertisement has been displayed to the user. Figure 24 shows

a request which logs that a user has reached the midpoint of
a video advertisement provided by Teads.

Tracking and advertising requests are made to Teads
regardless of whether the user has accepted or rejected the
privacy policy of the Irish Independent application. Requests
to the r.teads.tv/rich/147398 endpoint track articles accessed
by the user, and include the Google Advertising ID of the
device. This information could potentially be used to create
a targeted advertising profile for the user. Therefore, Teads
advertising/tracking requests should not be made in the Irish
Independent application prior to explicit consent from the user.

TABLE XVIII
SHARING OF GOOGLE ADVERTISING ID WITH ADVERTISING DOMAINS

Application Name Shared GAID when policy accepted? Shared GAID when policy rejected?

Irish Times - -
Irish Independent ✓ ✓
RTE - -
BBC ✗ ✗
Guardian ✓ ✗
CNN ✓ ✓
New York Times ✗ ✗

Table XX indicates which applications shared the Google
Advertising ID of the device with advertising domains, after
accepting versus rejecting the privacy policy of the app.
Note that the Irish Times and RTE applications are excluded
from this table, since no privacy/cookie policy choices were
submitted during their experiments. Nevertheless, the Irish
Times app shares the GAID with advertising domains without
receiving consent from the user.

The Google Advertising ID is used to deliver targeted
advertising content to users, and to build advertising profiles
of users. Taking the purpose of this identifier into account, it
is recommended that the Irish Times, Irish Independent, and
CNN applications cease sharing the GAID with advertising
domains, without explicit consent from the user.

Regardless of the privacy choices submitted by the user, the
RTE, BBC, and New York Times applications were not seen
to share the GAID with any advertising domains during this
research.

C. User De-Anonymisation

1) Use of Non-Anonymous Identifiers: Many of the
device/user identifiers encountered during this work are used
to track users anonymously. The account identifiers used
when users are logged into these applications however, are
not anonymous. The personal data linked to an account ID
varies among these applications. The creation of all accounts
during this research required at least the provision of an email
address, with numerous publications also requiring the user
to submit a first/full name, address, and payment details.

The Irish Times application generates an account identifier
for each account created. Recall from Section V-A3, that in
order to create a premium account, users must provide a full
name and phone number, thereby linking the account ID with
the real-world identity of the user.
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When logged into the Irish Times application, all Google
Analytics tracking events are tagged with the account ID of
the user. All data collected by Google Analytics therefore
becomes personal data, since it can be linked directly to
the identity of the user. There is no way to opt out of this
behaviour.

Users of the Irish Independent application can log in with
a premium account. Recall from Section V-A3, that users
must provide a full name and email address in order to create
an account. A unique account identifier is generated for any
account created with the Irish Independent. The account ID is
not an anonymous identifier, since the full name of the user
is provided when creating their account.

When a user is logged into the Irish Independent applica-
tion, and they have accepted the privacy policy, the account ID
of the user is included in tracking calls to Google Analytics,
Cxense, and MediaHuis.

Both Google Analytics and Cxense track every article
accessed by the user in the Irish Indpendent application, and
tag these tracking events with the account ID of the user and
the Google Advertising ID of the device.

Significantly, if the logged in user has rejected the
privacy policy, the tracking behaviour of Google Analytics,
Cxense, and MediaHuis services ceases. Thus, no personally
identifiable information is collected in the Irish Independent
application if the user does not explicitly consent to such
behaviour.

The RTE application provides login functionality, however
the user can only login after they have accepted the privacy/-
cookie policy from the Account - Privacy Statement screen.
Recall from Section V-C3, that the data required to create an
account with RTE is a first name, and an email.

An account ID is generated when a user creates an RTE
account. This account ID is subsequently included in AT
Internet tracking calls to logws1309.ati-host.net/hit.xiti, once
the user has logged into the RTE application. However, since
only a first name is required to create an account with RTE,
it is more difficult to link the account ID with the real world
identity of the user (when compared with the Irish Times,
Irish Independent, and Guardian applications which require a
full name in order to create a premium account).

Users can login to the Guardian application with a premium
account. To create a premium account, users must provide
their full name, address, and email. Optionally, users may also
provide a phone number (see Section V-E4).

A unique user ID is generated when a Guardian account
is created. When logged into the application, the Guardian
user ID will be included in all tracking requests made
via their first-party ’Ophan’ analytics service. Requests to
the ophan.theguardian.com/mob endpoint track all articles
accessed by the user, user interaction events such as button
presses, and A/B test data (see Figures 44, 45, 46, 49). The
account ID of the user is not anonymous, since a full name
was provided when creating a premium account, thus all
events tracked by the Ophan service when logged in can be

linked to the real-world identity of the user. These tracking
requests are made regardless of whether the user accepts or
rejects the privacy policy of the app.

The CNN application provides login functionality to users.
Recall from Section V-F4, that an email address is required to
create a CNN account.

The CNN app generates a unique account ID
to identify logged in users. This ID is included
in Snowplow Analytics tracking requests to the
collector.cdp.cnn.io/com.snowplowanalytics.snowplow/tp2
endpoint. These requests log all articles/sections accessed by
the user, as well as interaction events such as menu button
presses (refer to Section V-F2 for more detail regarding
Snowplow Analytics tracking behaviour). The CNN account
ID is associated only with the email address of the user,
since no other personal data is required to create an account.
Snowplow Analytics calls can therefore potentially be linked
to the email address of the logged in user.

Notably, tracking requests made via the services of
Snowplow Analytics are not made when the privacy/cookie
policy is rejected by the user.

To create a free account with the New York Times, an email
address is required. If a user upgrades to a premium account,
and uses credit/debit card as a payment method (as opposed
to PayPal), they must also provide their full name, along with
a postal code. A unique account ID is associated with each
New York Times account.

This account ID is transmitted in tracking requests to the
a.et.nytimes.com/track endpoint, regardless of the choices
made by the user when submitting the privacy/cookie policy
of the application. Connections to this endpoint track data
such as the sections/articles accessed by the user, as well as
UI interactions such as scrolling on a particular page (see
Section V-G2 for detailed information on the data sent to this
endpoint). If a user is logged in with a free account, this data
can be linked to the email of the user, and if a user is logged
in with a premium account (in which they use credit/debit
card as their payment method), this data can also potentially
be linked to the full name and postal code of the user.

As discussed in Section III-A, the long term tracking of user
interactions in these applications can reveal detailed personal
information about the user. All of the applications which
were examined during this research make use of at least one
service which logs every article accessed by the user, and these
services use long term identifiers which link user behaviour
over time. The aggregation of content accessed in these
news applications by users over time could potentially reveal
hobbies, political affiliations, religious beliefs, gender, among
other sensitive personal information. This is not such a privacy
concern when this data is being transmitted anonymously, but
becomes an issue when the data is linked to the real-world
identity of the user who is interacting with the application.

Note that in creating an account with any of the publications
examined in this research, the user agrees to the privacy policy
of said publication. In doing this, they lawfully agree to their
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personal data being handled. It is a recommendation however,
for the privacy of the consumer, that these publications pro-
vide users with the option to opt-out of long-term tracking,
especially in the case when identifiers used in this tracking
can be linked to the real-world identity of the user.

Such functionality is already provided by the Irish
Independent and CNN applications. The account IDs used in
these applications are not used as identifiers in tracking calls
if the privacy policy of the application is rejected.

2) Linking of ’anonymous’ identifiers with real identity:
Many of the device/user identifiers provided by the Android
system, or otherwise, are used to track users anonymously.
However, as described in Section III-A, potential exists
for these identifiers to become de-anonymised. During the
experiments conducted during this research, the potential for
identifier de-anonymisation presented itself when the user is
logged into an application.

When logged into the Irish Times application, all Google
Analytics tracking events are tagged with the account ID
of the user. Recall that this account ID is linked to the
real-world identity of the user, since a full name is required
to create an account. Google Analytics events in this app
include both the Irish Times account ID and the Google
Advertising ID of the device. The Google Advertising ID
is an anonymous identifier. However, by transmitting it
alongside the non-anonymous user account ID, the potential
exists for the de-anonymisation of the Google Advertising
ID.

The potential for identifier de-anonymisation is present
when logged into the Irish Independent application via track-
ing requests of Google Analytics and Cxense. The account ID
of an Irish Independent account is linked with the real-world
identity of the user, since the full name and email of the user
is required to create an account.

Events logged in all Google Analytics requests to the
ssl.google-analytics.com/batch endpoint include both the Irish
Independent account ID, along with the Google Advertising
ID of the device. Refer back to Figure 27, which shows a
request sent via the Cxense SDK when the user was logged
in. The request sends two user identities to Cxense, the Google
Advertising ID, and the Irish Independent account ID.

In both of these cases, the anonymous Google Advertising
ID is transmitted alongside the Irish Independent account ID,
which is not anonymous. This provides the potential for the
de-anonymisation of the GAID.

In order to create an account with RTE, the user must
provide a first name, and email. When logged in, AT Internet
tracking calls to the logws1309.ati-host.net/hit.xiti endpoint
are tagged with both the Android ID, and the RTE account
ID of the user. Therefore, potential exists for the Android ID
to be linked with the first name, and email of the user.

The personal data required to create an account with
CNN is an email address. When logged into the CNN

application, the account ID of the user is sent alongside
the Google Advertising ID in Snowplow Analytics tracking
requests (see Figure 58). This allows the potential for the
email of the user to be linked with their GAID, since the
CNN account ID is directly linked to email address of the user.

To create a free account with the New York Times, an email
address is required. If a user upgrades to a premium account,
and uses credit/debit card as a payment method, they must also
provide their full name and postal code. The New York Times
account ID of a free user is linked to their email address, and
the account ID of a premium user (who pays with debit/credit
card) is also linked to their full name and postal code.

When logged in, tracking requests to the
a.et.nytimes.com/track endpoint include the New York
Times account ID of the user, the Google Advertising ID, and
the Android ID. If the user is logged in with a free account,
the GAID and Android ID could potentially be linked to their
email. If logged in with a premium account, the GAID and
Android ID could potentially be linked to their full name and
postal code.

TABLE XIX
APPLICATIONS WHICH PROVIDE THE POTENTIAL FOR

DE-ANONYMISATION OF DEVICE IDENTIFIERS

Application Name De-anonymisation potential of GAID? De-anonymisation potential of Android ID?

Irish Times ✓ ✗
Irish Independent ✓ ✗
RTE ✗ ✓
BBC ✗ ✗
Guardian ✗ ✗
CNN ✓ ✗
New York Times ✓ ✓

Table XIX shows a summary of the de-anonymisation
potential of the GAID and Android ID, when users are logged
into these applications (after having accepted the privacy/-
cookie policy).

It is recommended that these applications cease transmitting
anonymous identifiers alongside account identifiers which are
linked to the real-world identity of the user by name, email,
address, etc. This applies especially to the Google Advertising
ID of the device. This ID is used extensively across Android
applications on a device, for the purposes of targeted adver-
tising, user tracking/profiling, and device identification. Thus,
the potential de-anonymisation of this ID presents considerable
privacy risks to the user, as the intended anonymous tracking
of their behaviour may become attributed to their real-world
identity.

D. Cross-application tracking

The potential for cross-application tracking is a privacy
concern which was identified during this research. There
are a number of services which are used across multiple
applications, which potentially facilitate the tracking of user
behaviour across independent applications.

1) Google Analytics: The most notable example of a
service which could be used in cross-application tracking
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is Google Analytics. Google Analytics is used by websites
and applications to track user behaviour, and gain insights
into how their services are used. Google Analytics is a
tremendously popular service. Statistics on the prevalence
of Google Analytics usage among Android applications are
not available. However, according to BuiltWith38, Google
Analytics is used by over 28 million websites39.

TABLE XX
APPLICATIONS WHICH USE GOOGLE ANALYTICS

Application Name Uses Google Analytics?

Irish Times ✓
Irish Independent ✓
RTE ✓
BBC ✗
Guardian ✓
CNN ✗
New York Times ✓

Table XX shows a breakdown of which applications make
use of the services of Google Analytics. 5 of the 7 applications
examined during this research use Google Analytics: Irish
Times, Irish Independent, RTE, Guardian, and New York
Times.

As described in the experiment results, throughout Section
V, Google Analytics is used by these applications to track
user behaviour and interactions. The events being tracked by
Google Analytics vary between these applications, however
one event type shared by all applications is an article access,
which logs the URL or name of each article opened by the
user.

The cross-application tracking potential of Google Analytics
comes from the user identifier used by the service. All events
logged by Google Analytics are tagged with the Google
Advertising ID of the device. Recall from Section IV-D that
the Google Advertising ID of a device is a unique, system-
wide value. The value of the GAID is persistent across all
Android applications which access it, thus is also persistent
as a user identifier for any app which uses the services
of Google Analyitics. The user behaviour tracked across all
applications which use Google Analytics is therefore linked,
via this Google Advertising ID. This facilitates potential cross-
application tracking through this service.

The use of the GAID as a user identifier by Google
Analytics therefore presents privacy risks. The use of the
Android ID as an alternative user identifier would mitigate
the risk of cross-application tracking. Recall from Section
IV-D, that the value of the Android ID is not consistent
across applications. The Android ID identifies a unique
device-application pairing, thus would result in distinct user
identifiers being used by Google Analytics across different
applications.

38BuiltWith is a website analysis platform which provides insights into the
services used in creating millions of websites around the world.

39https://trends.builtwith.com/analytics/Google-Analytics, accessed 23rd
March 2022

2) Facebook SDK: Another service which presents the
potential for cross-application tracking is the tracking func-
tionality provided by the Facebook SDK.

TABLE XXI
APPLICATIONS WHICH USE TRACKING FUNCTIONALITY PROVIDED BY THE

FACEBOOK SDK

Application Name Uses Facebook SDK tracking functionality?

Irish Times ✓
Irish Independent ✗
RTE ✓
BBC ✗
Guardian ✗
CNN ✗
New York Times ✓

Table XXI shows a breakdown of the applications examined
during this research which make use of tracking functionality
provided by the Facebook SDK. Tracking capabilities, pro-
vided by Facebook, are used in the Irish Times, RTE, and
New York Times applications.

Upon opening all of these applications for the first time,
a tracking request is sent to the graph.facebook.com domain,
logging that the particular application has been opened for the
first time on the device, with a MOBILE APP INSTALL event.
Refer back to Figure 2, which shows an example of this event
being logged in the Irish Times application. Included as a user
identifier in these requests is the Google Advertising ID of
the device. The use of the GAID as a user identifier facilitates
the potential for cross-application tracking, since it’s value is
persistent across all applications.

As was suggested for Google Analytics, the Facebook SDK
could use the Android ID instead of the GAID as an user
identifier, as this would mitigate the risks of cross-application
tracking.

A general recommendation from this research, is that the
Google Advertising ID of the device is not used by services
for identification purposes other than advertising, due to this
potential for cross-application tracking.

Chartbeat is a good example of an user-tracking/analytics
service which does not provide the potential for cross-
application tracking. The services of Chartbeat were seen to
used by the Irish Times, Irish Independent, BBC, and CNN
applications during this research. Chartbeat generates a unique
user identifier per application, meaning users activities cannot
be linked across different applications. Other services which
use system-wide identifiers should adopt a similar technique.

E. Summary of Privacy Concerns

The Irish Times and RTE News applications do not
provide users with privacy/cookie policies upon opening
the application, and yet make use of both cookies and user
tracking services. In doing so they violate the terms of the
ePrivacy Directive, as well as GDPR. Both applications
should add a privacy/cookie policy to their apps which is
displayed to the user upon opening the app for the first time.
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All applications make use of the Google Mobile Ads SDK
to provide advertising services. This service is well behaved
with regards to the users privacy consent choices. The Irish
Independent, BBC, and, CNN applications contact third-party
advertising services whenever the privacy policy is accepted
by the user. However, when all non-optional permissions of the
privacy policy are rejected, no third-party advertising services
are contacted by these apps via the Google Mobile Ads SDK.

The Irish Independent app uses the Teads SDK to provide
advertising services. Advertising/tracking requests, which in-
clude the GAID of the device, are sent to Teads domains
regardless of the privacy/cookie consent choices submitted by
the user.

Both the Irish Indpendent and CNN applications also make
use of the Outbrain SDK to provide advertising services.
Advertising/tracking requests are sent to Outbrain from these
applications, regardless of the users privacy/cookie consent
choices. These requests include the GAID of the device as a
device identifier.

Non-anonymous account identifiers are included in tracking
requests by all applications (except the BBC which does not
provide login functionality) when the user is logged in. The
data collected in these tracking requests is therefore personal
data, since it is linked to the real-world identity of the user.
The Irish Independent and CNN applications do not share
account identifiers if the user has rejected all non-optional
permissions requested by the privacy/cookie consent form, and
other applications should follow suit.

Any application which uses account identifiers, with
the exception of the Guardian app, transmits these non-
anonymous account IDs alongside other anonymous IDs
provided by the Android system (Google Advertising ID, and
Android ID). The transmission of non-anonymous identifiers
alongside anonymous identifiers should cease, as it allows the
potential for the de-anonymisation of identifiers which are
intended to be anonymous.

Services used across these applications also present the
potential for the cross-application tracking of users. Both
Google Analytics, and the tracking functionality provided
via the Facebook SDK make use of the GAID as a device
identifier. This identifier is persistent across all applications
on an Android device, therefore allowing data tagged with this
value to be linked across independent applications. To prevent
potential cross-application tracking, services should not use
system-wide identifiers.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The research undertaken during this work could be
expanded upon, and there is value in similar research being
approached for other mobile applications.

The experiment protocol used in examining these Android
news applications could be expanded on, in order to gain an
understanding of their tracking behaviour in a wider range of
circumstances.

The experiments described in Section IV-E only analyse
the behaviour of these applications while they are open on the
device. A valuable exercise would be to investigate the user
tracking of these applications while they are running in the
background of the Android device. Perhaps to determine if
the same tracking services used while the application is open,
persist while it runs in the background.

Also recall from Section IV-E, that during these
experiments, the user did not interact with embedded
content (such as YouTube videos or Spotify players) during
these experiments. It would be of interest to examine what
sort of user data is collected by such embedded content, if any.

Research which examines the tracking services used by
Android/iOS applications and determines user behavioural/in-
teraction data collected by these services, is uncommon. There
are a huge number of popular applications whose explicit
tracking behaviour is still unknown. It would certainly be of
value, for the privacy of the consumer, to continue examining
mobile applications with the goal of assessing any potential
privacy concerns.
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